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ABSTRACT 

This study was conducted to track content as 

representations in the experienced curriculum of a 

secondary environmental science class. The qualitative 

analyses involved both the identification and the tracking 

of pieces of content within and across curriculum 

occasions. curriculum and instructional features were 

found to exist as patterns as content was represented in 

curriculum occasions. The patterns included an evolution 

from one or few representations to multiple 

representations. This evolution was commonly facilitated 

by the teacher during discourse episodes in which students' 

comments and questions were utilized in order to introduce 

alternative or different representations of pieces of 

content. Patterns also existed in the ways in which the 

teacher's knowledge of the students, the content, and the 

curriculum were related to representations of content. 

The findings suggest that content, embedded in the 

curriculum occasions in which it is represented, can be 

studied in an ecologically valid manner. Also, the close 

association found to exist between teacher knowledge and 
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content representation suggests that arbitrary separations 

of the two in classroom inquiries may be inappropriate. 

, 
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CHAPTER ONE 

PATTERNS OF CONTENT REPRESENTATION 

This study focused on the ways content was represented 

during curriculum occasions in a secondary environmental 

science classroom. The purpose of the study was to 

identify patterns which may help to explain how and why the 

representations existed. 

Walker and Schaffarzick (1974) called attention to the 

relationship between the content of a curriculum and what 

students learn. They reviewed several experimental 

studies, conducted mostly in secondary classes from 1957 to 

1973, which compared achievement on subject matter between 

students using traditional and innovative curricula. The 

results of their study seem, now 16 years later, both 

simple and novel: students learn the content they are 

taught. Walker and Schaffarzick described the results in 

this way: 

We reasoned that if the innovative curricula were 
sUbstantial improvements over traditional ones then 
these experiments should show a consistent advantage 
for students using the innovative curricula. The 
pattern of results we found in the reports we read 
seemed at first to show such a result. But, a more 
thorough analysis showed that innovative curricula 
were superior only in their own terms. More 
precisely, these studies showed that students using 
different curricula in the same subject generally 
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exhibited different patterns of test performance, and 
that these patterns generally reflected differences in 
content inclusion and emphasis in the curriculum. 
(p. 83) 

Walker and Schaffarzick referred to "content inclusion 

and emphasis" as the explanation for the differences in 

test scores. In other words, what students learned was 

affected by what was done with content as curriculum was 

accomplished in their classrooms. 

Findings from the process-product tradition of 

research on teaching appear to be compatible with those of 

Walker and Schaffarzick. Results from the Beginning 

Teacher Evaluation study (BTES) suggested that academic 

learning time (ALT) was significantly and positively 

associated with student achievement (Fisher, Berliner, 

Filby, & Marliave, 1978). That is, students who spent time 

successfully engaged with content were also successful on 

measures of academic achievement. Although significant 

differences exist between the BTES and Walker and 

Schaffarzick studies (i.e., elementary vs. secondary), the 

compatibility of the findings seems too obvious to ignore. 

The relationship between the content that was taught and 

what students learned seemed to be associated with 

occasions for learning in the enacted curriculum. 

Furthermore, achievement did not appear to be a function of 

time alone. Achievement was a function of academic 

learning time, or the time spent by students in successful 
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engagement with content, what Walker and Schaffarzick 

called "content emphasis and inclusion." 

These findings suggest that student achievement 

outcomes depend, at least in part, upon what happens to the 

content of the curriculum and the opportunities that 

students have to engage successfully with it. These 

findings, however, have traditionally been ignored or 

overlooked by curriculum researchers. A common assumption 

implicit in much research has been the view that 

curriculum, and particularly content, is an inert classroom 

variable. Walker and Schaffarzick indicated their 

frustration with this notion near the end of their report: 

If there is a single moral to be drawn from this paper 
it is this: stop thinking of the curriculum as a fixed 
race course and begin to think of it as a tool, 
apparently a powerful one, for stimulating and 
directing the active learning capacities which are 
ultimately responsible for the achievement we want 
from schools. (p. 109) 

Recently some researchers have worked to dispel the 

"racetrack" notion of curriculum. Curriculum is now 

thought of as "events" (Posner, 1988), "what students have 

an opportunity to learn" (McCutcheon, 1988), or a 

"contextualized social process" (Cornbleth, 1988). When 

one thinks of curriculum in these ways, the distinction 

between what is taught and how it is taught becomes 

unclear. Curriculum, then, becomes an inclusive term for a 
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process which involves both instruction and the content of 

the curriculum (see Doyle, 1986; Weade, 1987). 

Some recent attention has been given to the issue of 

content and its representation as curriculum is enacted. 

Doyle (1986b) suggested that the academic tasks which a 

teacher designs and implements have powerful effects on the 

way content is represented to students. For example, in 

the Managing Academic Tasks (MAT) study at the University 

of Texas at Austin, Doyle, Sanford, Clements, French and 

Emmer (1983) found that junior high students in one science 

class did much work in the form of labs, worksheets and so 

forth. The content covered as students completed this work 

did not appear to be logically arranged or developed 

according to a specific pattern of meaning. Rather, the 

tasks were developed in response to management and time 

considerations, parts of a well-defined work system. The 

content, then, was represented in the class as discrete 

bits of information useful in the sense that the demands of 

the work system could be met. In fact, the routinization 

of content was a common pattern found in many classrooms 

included in the study. 

Shulman (1987) discussed content representation from 

the perspective of the teacher rather than the curriculum. 

He argued that a fundamental role 9f the teacher is to 

transform content into a form (i.e., a representation) 
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which is both appropriate for students and comprehensible 

at their ability levels. Shulman's conception of 

representation was drawn from the work of cognitive 

psychologis'ts (see Gardner, 1986; Norman, 1980). He saw 

commonalities between models of pedagogical thinking and 

general cognitive functioning. Representation, in 

Shulman's view, is an area of pedagogical knowledge that is 

used to erect a bridge between a teacher's understanding of 

content and that of the students. The knowledge is 

enriched and expanded by owning a "repertoire" of 

representations. That is, the greater the variety of 

representation possibilities known to the teacher, the more 

knowledgeable he/she is about content representation and 

bettter able to teach. 

The study of content representation appears to be in a 

formative stage. Each of the research agendas discussed 

above utilizes content representation as a construct for 

considering the effects of teaching and curriculum. But, 

that is where the similarity ends. Doyle embedded content 

representation in the academic work that teachers expect 

students to do. Shulman viewed content representation as 

an area of teacher knowledge which is enriched by access to 

a "representational repertoire." 

In the present study, content representation is viewed 

from the perspective of curriculum. I support the research 
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traditions which argue that (1) students learn the content 

they experience, (2) curriculum is a process that provides 

learning opportunities rather than a simple program of 

content and, (3) content representation is a useful and 

appropriate construct for considering the effects of 

teaching and curriculum. But, these research traditions do 

not include an important piece of the developing picture of 

content representation. The missing piece is knowledge 

about the content itself and what it means as teacher and 

students engage with it in the enacted curriculum. This 

study is not about the work dimensions that shape what 

students learn about content. Nor is the study about a 

teacher's repertoire of representations which allows her to 

transform content into forms understandable by students. 

Rather, the analysis has focused on the content itself and 

what happens to it as curriculum is accomplished. In order 

to do this, pieces of content have been tracked within and 

across curriculum occasions. It is the tracking of content 

which made this study unique. such tracking allowed for 

the investigation of what happened to content as students 

and teacher experienced it in the curriculum. 

Background and Basic Concepts 

The central argument developed thus far is that 

representations of content are appropriate phenomena to 
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study if one seeks to understand the effects of teaching 

and curriculum. students learn the content which they 

experience as representations in the curriculum enacted in 

the classroom. Tracking content during curriculum 

occasions would allow for a better understanding of the 

opportunities in which students experience the content. 

In this section, the use of the term "content" is 

clarified. Then, a discussion of the changeable quality of 

content in lessons is included. The discussion illuminates 

the need to track content as representations embedded in 

curriculum contexts if one wishes to understand the content 

which students experience. Finally, patterns in content 

representations are discussed as appropriate frameworks for 

inquiry about the nature of content during curriculum 

occasions. 

content 

The term "content" is often used quite abstractly. In 

this study, content is defined as the substance experienced 

in a lesson. It is a general word describing a subset of 

subject matter. For example, if asked what content he/she 

is teaching today, an environmental science teacher might 

reply, "entropy." We would then have a good sense of what 

the general substance of the lesson was to be. 
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However, an important question remains. How is 

entropy represented: as a state of disorder? as a law of 

nature? as a guideline for decision-making about 

lifestyles? It seems likely that the particular 

representation which is enacted would have profound 

influence on the way in which students come to understand 

entropy. In order to answer these questions one would have 

to know more than the general substance of the lesson. 

Understanding the representations of entropy in this 

classroom must include knowing what the content appeared to 

mean in the lesson and in what ways students were expected 

to think about it. Representations of content, in this 

study, are the conveyed meanings of the content in the 

experienced curriculum. Representations are not 

pedagogical techniques. Nor are representations the 

meanings of content shaped by academic work demands. 

Rather, representations of content, in the present study, 

are qualities of the content itself that can be reasonably 

identified in the enacted curriculum. Therefore, 

representations of content were tracked and explicated in 

the study. 

Representations of content are defined as the ways in 

which pieces of content exist and are communicated in the 

experienced curriculum. Representations of content in a 

lesson are rarely, however, obvious features. The 
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representations may not even be recognized by the teacher. 

Menck (1987) reanalyzed a math lesson presented by Martin 

in Understanding Children Talking (1976) to support his 

contention that content is not a "given" as a lesson 

proceeds. Probability was the general sUbstance of a 

lesson conducted in a British class of 11 and 12 year olds. 

The teacher and students, during a dice throwing activity, 

focused on the frequency of rolling a total number. During 

this activity, no distinctions were made between 

combinations of thrown dice resulting in red-one/yellow-six 

and red-six/yellow-one events. In probability, this is a 

significant distinction. These two combinations of dice do 

not mean the same thing. Yet, the teacher was told by one 

student that it "did not matter" about the color and he did 

not challenge this assertion. other excerpts suggest that 

this claim remained unchallenged throughout the lesson. 

Hence, the class discourse was about the frequency of 

rolling a total number rather than the probability of the 

red-six/yellow-one event. Menck summarized the content of 

the lesson in this way: 

In short, there is a mix-up of numbers as mathematical 
objects on the one hand and numbers serving as labels 
for events on the other. The lesson's subject is 'the 
mathematical treatment of situations in which results 
cannot be predicted but in which there may be general 
trends'--probability in other words. The issue of 
probability stems from events and it aims at 
statements on the frequency of events. Our very 
lesson begins with the listing of events. This is 
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left unclear as long as 'it doesn't matter' which way 
of describing the outcome is chosen. (p. 223) 

Menck's reanalysis suggests that the content is not 

automatically understood if one simply knows about the 

substance or topic of the lesson. We do not know why 

probability was represented in this way (and neither does 

Menck). But, the reanalysis serves to illustrate the 

importance of studying the contexts in which students 

experience the content when one seeks to know what the 

representation is. 

content and Context 

In his reanalysis of the math lesson, Menck (1987) 

claimed that his lack of contextual knowledge of the lesson 

and the specific classroom in which it occurred detracted 

from his ability to confirm his propositions about 

representations of content in the probability lesson. This 

claim suggests that an absence of analytical attention to 

the contexts in which content is embedded may result in 

questionable conclusions. A study conducted by Wolfe 

(1989) is especially illustrative of this point. 

Wolfe (1989) studied five lessons in which scientific 

inquiry was represented during a summer enrichment program 

for 7-8 year old gifted children. She analyzed the 

discourse and activities which occurred as children studied 



the development of brine shrimp eggs. An excerpt follows 

of the discourse which occurred during one lab lesson: 

T: 
P: 
Dayle: 
T: 

Let's look up here. What do you see? 
I see a million of them. 
I think here's some more that hatched. 
Why? 
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Dayle: 

T: 

Dayle: 

'Cause like, some of them are really, really 
small compared to the other ones which are 
really big. It looks like some have legs. 
Mark that down. Some are developing legs. I 
also want you to mark down what else you see. 
That some are hatched. (p. 94) 

The children's tasks were to observe the eggs and 

their development, answer the teacher's questions about 

what they saw in "lab," record the details of their 

observations, listen to a story read about brine shrimp, 

and finally to write about the development and make 

pictures of what they saw. Wolfe argues that through the 

tasks in which the kids engaged, inquiry was represented as 

"sensationalist" ideas. That is, inquiry was represented 

as an activity primarily of the senses. She further argues 

that scientific inquiry as "sense data" might not be an 

appropriate "representation" of science content. 

It is important to note in Wolfe'S study, however, 

that the theme of this summer enrichment program was 

literature. She mentioned this at the beginning of her 

report. Yet, the topic of science inquiry was detached 

from this literature theme in the analysis. Rather, she 

embedded her analysis in what science appeared to mean in 

the lessons. The development of brine shrimp eggs as 



"sense data" might very well have been appropriate if the 

content of the lesson was communication in literature. 
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Yet, this context was disregarded in the analysis. She 

interpreted the brine shrimp occasions as contexts in which 

the content of science, rather than literature, was 

embedded. 

Review of Wolfe's study points to the importance of 

acknowledging and explicating the contexts in which 

representations of content exist. Failure to do so may 

result in erroneous findings that do little to inform us of 

what representations of content exist. In chapter two, 

additional studies are reviewed which serve to underscore 

the importance of context when tracking content. 

Patterns in Representations of Content 

In an enacted curriculum, content is represented in 

the texts which students read, the lectures they attend to, 

the work which they accomplish, and the discussions in 

which class members participate. These curriculum 

occasions can be thought of as contexts in which the 

content of lessons is embedded. In order to study 

representations of content, one must look for them in these 

contexts. Menke (1987), for example, identified the 

"numbers as mathematical objects" representation of 

probability by analyzing the discourse activity during a 
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lesson. Wolfe (1989) analyzed activities and tasks to find 

what she believed to be inquiry represented as an 

accumulation of "sense data". These two studies represent 

rather narrow attempts to understand content 

representations. The tasks and activities analyzed were 

few in number. Such a sectioned approach to inquiry may 

yield important information about the particulars of a 

class and the curriculum. But, it is likely that more 

generalized knowledge will be constructed if one looks for 

patterns in representations of content across several 

different contexts or curriculum occasions. 

In the study, an occasion was the context in which a 

piece of content was experienced in the curriculum. It may 

have consisted of an entire class session or a portion of 

class time. occasions were characterized by specific 

pieces of content that were experienced within a class 

session. The use of occasions as units of analysis is 

expanded in chapter two. 

The identification of patterns, as opposed to single 

incidents, can allow the researcher to more readily 

identify features which may be associated with various 

representations of content. Some representations of 

content, for example, may be more vulnerable to changes as 

curriculum is accomplished. Other representations of 

content may be quite inert during the course of 
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instruction. In this hypothetical example, the inert 

quality of some pieces of content would be a pattern to 

study. A pattern in representations, therefore, does not 

indicate similarities in general content. Rather, the 

pattern is defined by what happens to content during 

curriculum occasions. Identification of patterns allowed 

the explication of curriculum and instructional features 

that appeared to account for representations of content and 

what happened to them. 

Questions 

The questions guiding the analysis of data in this 

study were: 

1. What are the representations of content in the 

experienced curriculum? 

2. What patterns exist in and across the occasions in 

which representations of content are embedded? 

3. What curriculum and instructional features seem to 

exist when the patterns are present? 

4. Are the patterns ever abandoned or compromised? 

Answers to these questions are important for expanding 

our understandings of the effects of the experienced 

curriculum. If student learning of science content is to 

be one of the goals of science education, then it is 

necessary to determine what the content is and what happens 



to it during occasions for learning. That determination 

can best be constructed by studying cases of content and 

what happens within these cases as teachers and students 

engage in the business of "doing" lessons. 
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This study was not about what students learned. Nor 

was the study about how a teacher and her behaviors 

represented the content. It was, rather, about 

representations of content that existed in an experienced 

environmental science curriculum and how and why those 

representations were there. Why is this important to know? 

Construction of knowledge about representations of content 

is a fundamental first-step in the process of understanding 

the effects of schooling. Findings from research cited at 

the beginning of this chapter suggest that what students 

learn is affected by the curriculum occasions in which 

students engage with content. This study was an attempt to 

learn both about the nature of content during those 

occasions and how we can proceed to study it. 
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This chapter introduces the reader to the research 

literature which informed the theoretical and analytical 

frameworks of this study. The chapter is divided into 

three sections. The first provides a review of the studies 

which relate content representation to student learning. 

In these studies, content representation is often 

implicitly connected with particular methods of instruction 

or presentation. In other words, the content is often 

nested in a broader research lens labeled either 

"curriculum" or "instructional approach.1I The purpose of 

this section is to leave the reader with a sense of what is 

known about content as it is represented in science classes 

and what students learn about it. 

In the second section, studies are reviewed which 

examine the nature of teachers' decisions about content 

representation. Implicit in these studies is the notion 

that teachers bear the primary responsibility for the 

nature of content representation through their roles as the 

managers of the curriculum operating in the class. A 

common theme among these studies is that pedagogical 

decisions are influenced by multiple factors. 
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The third section is a review of those studies which 

utilize tasks as analytical frameworks in inquiries about 

classroom phenomena. The purpose of this section is to 

leave the reader with an awareness of the utility of task 

as a heuristic for studying complex classroom and 

curriculum processes. From this literature, an argument is 

developed for the analytical use of occasions as contexts 

in which content is embedded. 

Content Representation and What Students Learn 

In this section, studies from science education are 

reviewed which deal with the relationship between types of 

curricula and the effects on student learning. A thread 

that ties the following studies together is that content is 

generally perceived as an inert classroom variable. In 

other words, the general content of the curricula in these 

studies is considered obvious and unchanging. An implicit 

assumption in these studies is that the method of delivery 

of the curriculum and the teaching behaviors are the only 

malleable, controllable components of the classroom 

learning experience. Therefore, one might expect, for 

example, differential performance on measures of 

achievement between groups taught by an inquiry method and 

by a lecture method. But, heat is still heat and 

photosynthesis is still photosynthesis regardless of the 



mode of delivery. Differences in representations of the 

content are either perceived as unimportant or simply go 

unrecognized. 
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A second thread that ties the studies together is the 

ambiguity of the findings in light of the conclusions that 

emerged from the Walker and Schaffarzick (1974) and from 

ALT studies (Fisher et al., 1978). One begins to question 

what the content of the experienced curriculum was when 

findings so commonly suggest that students did not learn 

what APPEARED to be the content. I suggest that the lack 

of attention to the contexts in which the representations 

of content are embedded seriously undermines the validity 

of the claims of what was represented. 

The first discussion in this section concerning 

content and what students learn is based on a study by 

Roth, Anderson and smith (1987). This study is included 

because it is an example which supports the claim that 

students learn the content as it is represented in the 

curriculum. Roth et al. studied the relationships among 

"curriculum materials, teaching and teachers' thinking, and 

the students' learning." Their analysis resulted in four 

cases which described how classroom talk and curriculum 

materials in an elementary class influenced what students 

learned about the concepts of light/vision and 

photosynthesis. Basically, they sought to identify the 
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type of classroom talk and curriculum materials which were 

associated with successful learning of specific light and 

photosynthesis concepts. 

Roth et al. found that accurate student learning about 

these concepts happened more often in classes in which the 

teachers actively engaged in eliciting and responding to 

students' misconceptions. Accurate learning of concepts 

involved clear explanations of the "whys" of the concept. 

In some cases the explanations came from the teacher and in 

other cases the teacher elicited the explanations by 

probing student responses to questions. As an important 

side note, Lemke (1983) found that in many classrooms 

explanations for scientific phenomena were usually only 

implicitly communicated. In the Roth et al. study, 

teaching for successful learning involved listening 

carefully to what students said and giving them 

opportunities to apply their explanations to real-life 

problems and questions. 

In the less successful classrooms, the representation 

of content was more ambiguous. Teachers did not regularly 

evaluate answers and open-ended opinions were often 

tolerated. When teacher questions or the curriculum did 

demand answers about specific content, the student answers 

were often of the yes/no or one-word types. It is likely, 

in these classes, that the content was represented so 
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ambiguously that students did not know to what they should 

attend. without more details about the nature of the 

experienced curriculum, it is difficult to suggest exactly 

what the representations of content were in the class. 

Nevertheless, the findings suggest that students 

experienced the content in the successful classes as non

ambiguous, scientifically acceptable explanations for the 

phenomena of light and photosynthesis. This seems to be 

important evidence in support of the contention that 

students will learn content as it is represented in the 

experienced curriculum. 

A study conducted by Friedler, Nachmias, and Linn 

(1990) is an example of the general tendency in science 

education to study content as an isolated, inert 

instructional variable separate from the curriculum 

occasions in which it is embedded. Friedler et al. studied 

the influence of two microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL) 

curricula on eighth grade students' abilities to reason 

scientifically about heat and temperature problems. They 

focused on the acquisition of two skills in particular, 

observation and prediction, which have been identified as 

important for developing expertise in scientific reasoning 

(see Norris, 1985). 

The researchers designed problems in the two MBL 

curricula to enhance the opportunities for students to 
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engage in trial and error methods of solving problems which 

relied heavily on either prediction or observation skills. 

Friedler et al. administered tests designed to measure the 

students' acquisition of the skills, a test of general 

scientific reasoning ability, and a subject matter test 

requiring a conceptual understanding of the heat and 

temperature phenomena. Classroom observations and student 

interviews were conducted to describe how the curricula 

were implemented and to describe more completely the 

cognitive nature of the acquisition of prediction and 

observation skills. 

The researchers found equal gains across the 

prediction and observation groups for measures of sUbject

matter knowledge and the ability to solve problems using 

scientific reasoning skills. In addition, Friedler et al. 

found that "those learning observation were better 

observers and those learning prediction became better at 

predicting results while solving problems" (p. 173). The 

latter findings, in particular, seem to support the 

findings of Walker and Schaffarzick. Students learn the 

content which they experience. But, the content, according 

to the researchers, was not prediction and observation. 

The content was heat and temperature. Therefore, the 

researchers' findings suggested that the difference in the 

enacted curricula did not result in differences in the 
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learning of content. The students in both groups seemingly 

learned about heat and temperature and also how to solve 

problems about them. 

The content question which one might ask at this point 

is: How was the content represented as these curricula were 

enacted? And furthermore, how can the ambiguity between 

these findings and those of Walker and Schaffarzick be 

explained? Successful completion of the problem-solving 

tasks required students to predict and observe, in this 

case, about heat and temperature phenomena. The fact that 

students did learn about heat and temperature is support 

for the growing pool of evidence which suggests that 

students need to know something in order to solve problems 

about it (See Linn, 1983; Linn et aI, 1983; Resnick, 

1989; Bereiter & Scardamelia, in press). But, it is not 

evidence that heat and temperature were represented as 

content to be learned in the experienced curricula. Such a 

claim could be made only after studying what students were 

expected to do with the content of heat and temperature. 

Friedler et al. did not study that. Rather, they studied 

how students reason about problems using the skills of 

observation and prediction. This study demonstrates a lack 

of attention to the context in which the content of heat 

and temperature is represented. Therefore, the claims made 
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temperature are weakly warranted. 
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The following study is another example of a study 

which separates content from the context in which it is 

represented. Leonard (1988) conducted an experiment to 

test the effects of an extended laboratory (ED) approach 

versus a guided-inquiry (GI) approach on student 

acquisition of conceptual biology knowledge. The setting 

was a university introductory biology class. The ED 

curriculum included lab tasks designed with a minimum of 

direction from the lab manual or instructor. students were 

introduced to a goal, given a few general directions about 

what it was they were to accomplish, and provided with the 

resources necessary to complete the tasks as they saw fit. 

For example, "Determine the effects temperature and state 

of matter have on the rates of diffusion," was one step 

indicated on the investigation entitled "Movement of 

Materials Across Membranes." The students in the ED lab 

were not told how to go about "determining the effects." 

Students in the GI lab section engaged in investigations 

with the same goals and objectives, but, the investigations 

in the GI lab were more prescriptive and students had a 

clearer sense of what was expected as a product. The 

investigations in the GI lab basically involved following 

directions, with little opportunity for students to use 
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their own discretion in determining what to do next. 

Leonard's findings showed no significant differences 

between the groups' scores on measures used to quantify the 

effects on students' acquisition of biological knowledge. 

Both groups learned about biology. But, he did find 

differences in what students learned to do. Leonard 

claimed that: 

. . . there appears to be a strong case for the 
significant differences in what students actually 
do during the GI versus the ED instructional 
approaches, and these differences are primarily 
in the relative demands placed on the student for 
planning the experiment and in engagement of 
science inquiry skills. (p. 86) 

Presumably, Leonard's implicit hypothesis was that 

enhanced opportunities for students to plan and practice 

discretion in conducting biological investigations would 

lead to increased understanding of biology concepts. This 

hypothesis was not supported. Rather, Leonard's findings 

suggest that the content learned by the students in the two 

lab sections differed only in the sense that they had been 

required to do different things with it. Had he measured 

the students' abilities to use discretion in conducting 

biological investigations, Leonard likely would have found 

treatment effects. 

Laboratory work was represented in different ways in 

the two curricula. But, the biology content of the lab 

investigations were the same. Therefore, one would not 
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expect to find differences in what the students learned 

about biology content. 

Summary 

From the research literature reviewed in this section, 

there is evidence to support the claim that students will 

learn the content as it is represented. In classrooms, 

content exists as representations embedded in contexts of 

the experienced curriculum. The representations which 

students experience can only be determined when the 

contexts are acknowledged and explicated. It is only after 

such explication that we can make claims about the effects 

of the experienced curriculum on student learning. 

Studying Representations Embedded in Contexts 

Paul Gump, an ecological psychologist, nicely captures 

the complexity inherent in classrooms: 

The classroom system resembles a machine. Adjustments 
in one component affect functionings of other 
components. Too extreme a change in one component 
results in mechanical failure. There are degrees of 
changes which a particular kind of classroom machine 
can make and others which it cannot. Even 'good 
changes,' if extreme, can unbalance operations. 
(Gump, 1967, p. 86) 

How to study particular components of such a complex 

setting adequately, however, is not as easily articulated. 

What are appropriate units of analysis that capture a 

classroom phenomenon within such complexity? This section 



of the literature review is devoted to answering this 

question. 
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Gump (1967) used chronicles to segment lessons in 

order to study teacher and pupil behavior as lessons in 

elementary classrooms were accomplished. A chronicle is a 

detailed narrative account of a behavior setting. It 

represents a segment of class time with a purpose or action 

program. other researchers have studied content, in a 

broad sense, by analyzing activities in classrooms. An 

activity is a "distinctive pattern for organizing students 

for working for a unit of time within a lesson" (Doyle, 

1986a). Activities are recognizable as arrangements of 

students for purposes of accomplishing part or all of a 

lesson. For example, one recognizes a discussion activity 

as a segment of time in which students and teacher exchange 

ideas and comments about some topic. 

stodolsky, Ferguson, and Wimpelberg (1981), for 

example, analyzed recitation activities in fifth grade math 

and social studies. They found that recitation activities 

in math were more frequent, but shorter in duration than 

those in social studies. They also found a greater variety 

of cognitive objectives in social studies as compared to 

math. Korth and Cornbleth (1982) used lesson activities to 

study the quality of learning opportunities in middle 

school English, science, and social studies classes. They 
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found significant subject matter differences both for the 

existence of a few activity types (e.g., listening-viewing 

activities were frequent in science; nontraditional 

activities were more regularly found in English and social 

studies), and the existence of higher cognitive learning 

opportunities. Activities as the framework for inquiry 

allowed these researchers to study the programs of action 

operating in different classes and the associated 

differences in cognitive learning opportunities. 

However, analyzing activities does not permit the 

researcher to move beyond the "what" and ask about the 

"why." Therefore, the activity framework does not capture 

the intellectual context in which the action is embedded. 

Furthermore, an activity framework is limi'ted in its 

ability to allow an analyst to study content and how it is 

represented. Rather, the activity framework can only 

inform us of what is done with content in the program of 

action. 

Task is an analytical framework which has been used by 

some researchers to account for content and how it is 

represented in the academic work of the experienced 

curriculum. Doyle (1986b) states that task: 

. . . calls attention to four key aspects of the 
school-work students do in classrooms: a goal state or 
end product to be achieved, a problem space or set of 
conditions and resources available to accomplish the 
task, the cognitive operations involved in assembling 
and using resources to reach the goal state, and the 
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importance of the work to be done. These elements 
provide students with essential information about what 
they are to do with the content of the curriculum. 
From this perspective, tasks communicate what the 
curriculum is to students and, thus, shape their 
learning in fundamental ways. (p. 366) 

These components of a task describe what students are to do 

with the content of the curriculum. As an analytical 

framework, a complete definition of a task must also 

include a description of the context in which academic work 

is accomplished. In other words, the construct of "task" 

includes both the academic work which students do with 

content and the curriculum context in which it is 

encountered. Task, then, is an appropriate analytical tool 

for studies of the representations of content which 

students experience as academic work. 

Findings from task analyses have provided significant 

amounts of information about the often contradictory 

teaching goals of effective classroom management and 

meaningful academic work (see Doyle, 1986b; Doyle & Carter, 

1984; Doyle, Sanford, French, Emmer & Clements, 1985). 

Doyle (1986b) states, for example, that tasks studied in 

his work can generally be distinguished as "novel" or 

"familiar". Familiar work, involving routinized and 

predictable exercises, was found to be associated with 

smooth management and predictable results, both for the 

teacher and the students. Novel work, on the other hand, 

was commonly associated with disruptions in the management 
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of the class and ambiguities concerning what students were 

to actually produce as a result of task completion. His 

analysis suggests that management considerations and 

successful completion of work by students may be two 

features of an operating curriculum which bear directly on 

the nature of content representation in a task. 

Sanford (1987) used the task framework to study higher 

cognitive level learning opportunities for students in the 

Managing Academic Tasks (MAT) study and the conditions of 

classroom management associated with those opportunities. 

She found that higher cognitive level work demands in 

science classrooms were often accompanied by high 

accountability in order to get students to consider the 

work seriously, but that "safety net devices" existed which 

kept student failure to a minimum. Her findings suggest 

that certain management features of the curriculum in 

motion accounted for the low frequency of tasks which truly 

demanded higher levels of cognitive involvement by 

students. Findings from the MAT studies in general seem to 

suggest that the management features of academic tasks are 

basic components affecting the representations of content 

in an experienced curriculum. 

Task analyses such as these are important 

contributions to the corpus of classroom research because 

the studies demonstrate how complex phenomena can be 
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studied without artificially separating variables. A task 

analytical framework captures not only the program of 

action in the curriculum, but also the context in which the 

action is embedded. This is a useful tool, but more 

importantly for this study, it is a useful construct. 

As a construct, task implies context. The context 

embeds the academic work which students do. Task includes 

all the classroom and curriculum norms, regularities and 

expectations which accompany the engagement in and 

completion of the academic work. The construct of task is 

useful in the study because from it derives a similar 

construct for the context of content which students 

experience. In this study, occasions are the contexts in 

which the content of the experienced curriculum is 

embedded. Much like tasks serve as useful analytical 

frameworks for the study of academic work, occasions are 

useful frameworks for the study of content experienced in 

classrooms. 

An occasion is the context in which a piece of content 

is experienced in a curriculum. It is bounded by time only 

due to the reality that science sessions in secondary 

schools usually last no longer than 45-50 minutes. 

However, an occasion may last an entire class session, or 

2-3 occasions may exist in a class session. An occasion is 

determined by the period of time which a piece of content 
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is experienced. For example, an occasion for niche (a 

typical piece of content in an ecology class) might consist 

of an entire class session, even though several activities 

and tasks occur during the session. But, as long as niche 

is represented in some way, the time period is considered 

an occasion for niche. The class session consisting of an 

occasion for niche might also concurrently consist of an 

occasion for population change and an occasion for species 

adaptations. The point is that occasions for different 

pieces of content can overlap. In such case, a given 

period of time must be described in different occasions 

depending upon the piece of content being followed. An 

occasion, then, focuses specifically on a piece of content. 

It is the context in which the content of the experienced 

curriculum is embedded. It is also the unit of analysis 

for the proposed study. 
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Summary 

Some researchers have attempted to study different 

phenomena in complex classroom environments by analyzing 

such constructs as chronicles, activities and tasks. The 

task framework is especially useful for studying the 

contexts in which academic work is embedded in classrooms. 

An argument is derived for the use of occasions as similar 

analytical constructs which embed content in the contexts 

in which it is experienced in the classroom. 

Teaching and Representations of content 

It is reasonable to suggest that patterns in 

representations of content which appear as curriculum is 

enacted are influenced and shaped by the choices which 

teachers make. Therefore, this section is included to 

provide a brief review of selected studies that provide 

useful information about the relationship between teachers' 

decisions and the subsequent effects on content 

representations. The first sUbsection is a discussion of a 

study which investigates a teacher's beliefs and 

epistemologies about teaching. The second sUbsection is a 

discussion of dilemmas experienced by teachers. These 

sUbsections represent two ways of examining some of what is 

known about the relationship between teachers' decisions 

and the subsequent effects on content representations. 
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Teachers' Beliefs and Epistemologies 

A study conducted by Benson (1989) informs the 

theoretical framework of this proposed study because it 

illuminates the need to construct understandings about the 

contexts in which content is represented. The study draws 

attention to the relationship between teachers' 

epistemologies of science and how curriculum is enacted and 

content is represented in their classrooms. He studied 

three high school biology teachers as they taught lessons. 

He later engaged in informal discussions with the teachers 

in an effort to uncover their justifications for conducting 

lessons in the ways which they did. The teachers in 

Benson's study claimed that the content of biology was 

represented as it was because of the presence of 

situational constraints. Institutional curriculum 

guidelines, parental pressure, concern about their 

perceived professional success, and students having "to be 

taught facts," were some of the constraints verbalized by 

the teachers for representing content in the ways in which 

they did (for similar constraints verbalized by teachers 

see Tobin & Fraser, 1989; Stake & Easley, 1978). But, 

Benson claims that these perceived "constraints" were 

indeed compatible with the teachers' epistemologies and 

provided external reasons for instructional practices 



which, in fact, felt comfortable. He states of one 

teacher: 

The apparent contradiction involves educational 
theory, his practice in the classroom, plus a 
realization that there is government control of 
curriculum. I say this is an apparent 
contradiction because his conception of 
curriculum, teaching style, and religious belief 
allows him to form a coherent view of knowledge 
and what it means to teach. I would maintain he 
is not 'trapped' (as the teacher himself stated) 
by the educational system; rather, he is teaching 
a form of knowledge and a conception of 
curriculum within a system that he finds 
comfortable. (p. 342) 
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Benson's work supports the contention that the enacted 

curriculum is subject to multiple influences. But, he 

further believes that those influences are filtered through 

the teacher's conception of what it means to teach science. 

In this sense, the teacher's epistemology becomes the final 

arbiter between the multiple situational constraints facing 

him/her and the curriculum which is ultimately enacted. 

I am less likely than Benson to believe that 

situational constraints can be dismissed as convenient 

excuses for pedagogical practices which are actually 

directed by teachers' beliefs and theories. Rather, a 

complete inquiry into representations of content should 

include analysis of the situational "constraints" as well 

as the situational "supports." A teacher's epistemology of 

science teaching undoubtedly exerts a strong influence on 

the ways in which content is represented in his/her 
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classroom. And for this reason, work like Benson's is 

important. But, I do not believe that it is the only 

influence. Representations of content are embedded in 

contexts. In the present study the influence of the 

teacher's beliefs was included as a component of the 

occasions studied. Her knowledge and what she knew about 

her knowledge was described as part of the occasion in 

which the representation of content occurred. It cannot 

and should not be separated from other features of the 

occasion. But, Benson's focus on epistemologies, at the 

expense of other influences which the teacher in his study 

claimed were affecting the enacted curriculum, represents 

an inquiry which yields a partial picture of the content 

representations in the teacher's class. 

Explicating teachers' beliefs about their practices 

is one framework which allows contributions to a knowledge 

base about representation of content. However, studying 

representations through teacher beliefs independent of the 

curriculum occasions in which they are embedded has 

limitations. Knowing what a teacher claims to believe 

about the representation of content does not tell us very 

much about how content is actually represented in the 

classroom. Furthermore, unless the teacher's beliefs are 

manifested in his/her action as the curriculum is enacted, 

we may not have reason to believe him/her. In other words, 
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teachers may not be aware of their reasons for making the 

choices they do. A more promising way to include teachers' 

beliefs in the construction of knowledge about 

representation of content is the study of dilemmas 

experienced by teachers as they proceed to teach the 

content of school subjects. In the next subsection, 

studies are reviewed which suggest some of the pedagogical 

dilemmas that teachers unavoidably experience as 

participants in the cultures of classroom, school, subject 

authorities, and society at large. 

Pedagogical Dilemmas and Representations of Content 

In this subsection, research is reviewed which sheds 

some light on the nature of teaching dilemmas experienced 

by teachers. Uncovering such research is not a simple 

task. In fact, the study of pedagogical dilemmas is not 

typically identified as an independent body of research. 

Exemplary teachers may not even recognize dilemmas when 

confronted with them. Consistent with the cognitive 

science understanding of expert knowledge (See Resnick, 

1987; Bereiter and Scardamelia, in press;), experts may 

have cognitive structures for dealing with problems may be 

sophisticated to the point of automated response. To the 

researcher observing the exemplary teacher, then, it is 

quite possible that dilemmas are inconspicuous. 
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Yet, pedagogical dilemmas are experienced in many ways 

on many occasions (See McPherson, 1972; Jackson, 1978; 

Lortie, 1975; Lampert, 1986a). Jackson (1978) describes 

the teacher's role as ambiguous, having to attend both to 

the students' and school's best interests. Among teachers 

Lortie (1975) found not only these contradictions, but a 

predominant ambivalence about resolving the dilemmas. The 

teachers' decisions about students and their learning were 

bound by the organizations giving them jobs and the 

justification for their practices. 

In the following discussion, a report of a project is 

reviewed which illustrates one pair of researchers' naivety 

about the contexts within which teachers make decisions and 

experience dilemmas. Studying these contexts can provide 

information about the conditions in which teachers make 

decisions affecting representations of content. 

Lampert participated in a project with Bamberger and 

Duckworth (see Lampert, 1986a), in which practicing 

teachers were trained to recognize students' intuitive 

knowledge. A secondary goal of the project was to "explore 

how this appreciation of intuitive knowledge could be 

useful in educational practice." Lampert's dual role was 

to help the teachers articulate their perspectives and also 

to document what occurred during the regular seminars. One 

of Lampert's informal findings about the project was that 
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the researchers often failed to anticipate the practical 

teaching problems associated with the replacement of formal 

knowledge (i.e., the type most often taught in schools) by 

intuitive knowledge. One of the teachers in the project 

offered the following comments during discussion: 

If students construct their own understanding of 
something, like how machines work, or relationships in 
the solar system - what is the connection between what 
they understand and what a teacher knows to be 'the 
right answers?' 

And these right answers, which are printed in the 
textbooks we use, and measured on the tests we give -
where did they corne from? And aren't they important? 
And what does it mean for teachers and students to 
know something if they don't really understand it? 
(p. 244) 

Lampert claims that listening to teachers' talk is 

necessary if we desire to understand their practices. This 

teacher's comments represent very real contradictions in 

her practice. In this case, the contradiction is between 

the knowledge that she and the researchers believe to be 

important for learners and the type of knowledge valued at 

the levels where the institution of schooling is 

controlled. 

But, how does knowledge of the dilemma experienced by 

this teacher contribute to theory-building about 

representations of content? First of all, knowing about 

her dilemma reveals to us that she deliberates about how 

content is represented in her lessons. She recognizes that 

science is represented in fundamentally different ways 
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depending upon the curricular experiences which she 

ultimately implements. Second, she is painfully aware of 

the fact that the goals of schooling and meaningful 

learning for students are not always complementary. This 

fact reminds us of the complex environments in which 

teachers are expected to practice successfully. Third, 

this teacher questions the importance of formal science 

knowledge. She seems conflicted by the forms of knowledge 

competing for her allegiance. 

From all of this we know that in this teacher's 

classroom content representations are probably not taken 

for granted. Furthermore, we might infer that features of 

the experienced curriculum associated with patterns in 

representations of content in her classroom are probably 

not simple variables. Spending time in her classroom might 

help to explicate those features. Dilemmas can serve the 

purpose of alerting us to possible features of curriculum 

and instruction, which appear to be influencing patterns in 

content representation. 

The following study, conducted in a classroom other 

than one in which science is taught, further suggests the 

potential value that attention to teaching dilemmas might 

provide in constructing knowledge about content 

representations. 
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Michaels (1987) studied a task in a sixth grade 

classroom taught by a teacher using a process approach to 

writing. Specifically, she looked at a context in which a 

single task occurred and at the nature of the student-

writing, teacher-editing process. 

The students were asked to write about their IIfavorite 

act or part of the circus." The teacher gave some 

mechanical instructions, but said little about the 

organization or structure of the writing. The kids went to 

the teacher for individual conferences after completing 

their first drafts. A follow-up group discussion occurred 

along with more writing and conferencing for the next two 

days. Michaels described the writing/editing process 

between the teacher and a student called Lewana. The 

teacher perceived Lewana as a good writer. Below is the 

exchange which occurred between Lewana and the teacher at 

the conference where the changes on the draft were made: 

Teacher: Take out this "and"// 
I'm going to outlaw "and" at the beginning 
of my sentences// 

Teacher: (reading) I WISH I COULD GO AGAIN JUST TO 
SEE THE CHIMPS// 
... and I ended it there// 
you started tellin' about your aunt went on 
Saturday/ 
and you were upset you couldn't go/ 
and your sister said: . . ./ 
that's not important// 
okay?// 
go back and rewrite this for me// 
with these corrections in it 

Lewana: I'm goin' back Saturday anyway:// (said in 
an "I don't care" tone of voice) 



Teacher: OK/ 
well you can write me a different 
composition/ 
but it doesn't fit on this oneil 
how's that?// (pp. 341-342) 

The teacher in this study claimed to teach a process 

approach to writing. Upon initial observation, one might 

be inclined to agree that writing was represented as a 

process. However, Michaels' examination of the writing 

task revealed that the teacher's practice "suggested an 

implicit product orientation." The teacher knew the 

product she wanted. The schema she operated within when 

evaluating the students' drafts was different from the 

students' schema of the story (for an account of schema 

theory, see Rumelhart, 1981). In Lewana's case, the 
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teacher felt that the comments about her not beil,g able to 

see the chimps when her sister did were "unimportant." To 

Lewana, those comments were the thesis of the story. Her 

message in the story was "disappointment," not "chimps." 

Michaels suggests that the teacher's schema might have 

been influenced by things such as (1) the end of the year 

writing test, (2) the staff developer's call for a "fixed 

routine in teaching process writing," and (3) the student 

expectations that the teacher knows what is best. These 

influences identified by Michaels suggests that the teacher 

quite likely experienced dilemmas as she made choices about 

how to best enact the writing-as-a-process curriculum. 



These choices probably altered the representation of 

writing as a process. 
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It was not Michaels' intent to uncover these dilemmas. 

Yet, had she done so, we might know more about the 

curriculum and instructional influences present when 

writing-as-a-process was represented as writing-to-get-a

desired-product. Why did the teacher decide to end 

Lewana's story where she did? And how did that decision 

get played out in the writing activities and tasks? What 

were the features of the operating curriculum that appeared 

to sustain that pattern of representation? studying the 

dilemmas teachers experience could lead to answers to these 

questions. These answers could be important contributions 

to a knowledge base about content representations in 

classrooms. In the present study, dilemmas were documented 

in a "log" and analyzed along with the occasions in which 

they occurred. It is my belief that my dual role of 

researcher-teacher provided an especially close-up view of 

teaching dilemmas. 

Summary 

From the literature reviewed in this third section, we 

can infer that teachers make decisions for a variety of 

reasons. These decisions affect content representations. 

Pedagogical decisions are influenced by such things as 
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teacher beliefs, institutional constraints, levels of 

expertise in the areas of management and subject matter 

knowledge, and teachers' cognitive scripts for instruction 

and learning. These studies also serve to illustrate the 

complexity of the instructional environment. 



CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 
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This chapter provides an account of the methodological 

and analytical frameworks which guide the inquiry process 

in the study. In the first section, the context of the 

study is described. The school site, the students, the 

nature of the course, and my relationship to each are 

discussed. The second section is a description of the data 

sources and the methodological frameworks inherent to those 

sources. section three is a discussion of the construction 

of data from the available sources. The analysis of 

occasions is central to this step of the inquiry process. 

section four describes the data analysis and reduction 

process as the inquiry moves from the particulars of 

content representations to the generalities of different 

patterns. 

The Setting 

The setting of the study was a secondary environmental 

science class in a small private school in a southwestern 

city. The elective class consisted of fifteen students, 

primarily juniors and seniors, that met five out of every 

ten class sessions. The class met in a room previously 
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used for Russian language instruction. The room was also 

used as a backup computer lab as the older school computers 

were kept there. The study was conducted on the first 

twenty class sessions of the year. The class time under 

study covered a span from the end of August through the end 

of october. During this time, the following general topics 

were covered: basic ecology, environmental philosophiees, 

energy changes, and population changes. 

The context of the study 

When I decided to study curriculum, and content 

representations specifically, I knew it would be important 

to get as close to the phenomenon as possible. After 

reading of other researchers who studied student learning 

in their own classrooms (Lampert, 1986; Roth, 1989), I 

decided that curriculum could similarly be studied from the 

"inside." That is, my perspective of researcher could be 

maintained even though I would also be the teacher in the 

classroom to be studied. 

Lampert (1986b) studied the sense-making in which 

elementary students engage as they do mathematics. Her 

work has set a methodological precedent because she studies 

the students' sense-making in her own classroom. Lampert 

is the teacher and the researcher. Her intimate knowledge 

of the students and what they are doing as they struggle 



with the content of multiplication, for example, provides 

her with a useful position from which she can engage in 

sense-making of her own. Her closeness to the learning 

opportunities seems especially important when asking 

questions about how students come to know mathematics. 
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Lampert's work is important to the present study 

because it lends credibility to the dual role which I 

played as teacher and researcher in the study of my own 

classroom. Lampert employed, in some of her work, the use 

of an observer who took notes on the events occurring as 

lessons were conducted (see, for example, the 

acknowledgement of the observer in 1986b). This seems 

especially appropriate given her focus on sense-making and 

learning by individual students. Carefully recorded 

observations on individuals would seem impossible without 

such help. As the teacher, her attention is focused on 

instruction and not observation. In this study, however, 

the focus of the analysis is content in the experienced 

curriculum. A more appropriate means of collecting data is 

discussed later in this chapter. 

There was another consideration in my decision to 

study my own classroom. I believed that I needed to study 

a curriculum which had a variety of content representation 

patterns. I was not confident that such enacted curricula 

were easily found, given the findings of classroom studies 
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in science education (see stake and Easley, 1978; Mitman et 

al., 1984). Patterns of instruction and modes of content 

representation typically have been found to be few in 

number and narrow in scope. It was my sense that I could 

successfully teach a curriculum in which content was 

represented in several ways. These two notions confirmed 

my thoughts about studying my own classroom. I decided to 

discuss my goals with the administration of the school in 

which I had been employed before returning fulltime to 

graduate school. 

Entry to the School 

The school administrators were supportive of my goals, 

but could not afford a teacher in the upcoming school year 

for a "special" science class. In addition, they could not 

assign me to a "regular" science class as the teaching 

assignments had already been made for the next school year. 

Therefore, they agreed to provide resources (i.e., books, 

printing costs), set us up in a room, and give a half

credit to students for grades earned in the class. I was 

required to evaluate student performance and assign grades, 

participate in parent conferences, and generally do what 

was expected of the other part-time teachers. In return, 

the administration arranged for our class to meet five 

periods out of every ten school days. This allowed me to 
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class for an entire school year. 

The Course 
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The next phase of entry into this school was 

negotiation over what subject was to be taught. My 

concerns were (a) that the subject provide the sorts of 

topics which could easily provide raw material for a 

variety of content representations, and (b) that I could 

get as many students as possible into the class. The . 

school, however, had several concerns. First, they wanted 

a course in which the students would WANT to enroll. This 

was because the course would have to be an elective. It 

would have to be interesting, or at least appealing, in 

order to get students into it. Second, they wanted a 

course which was fairly novel in order to garnish the 

appearance of an otherwise very standard high school 

science curriculum. Third, they wanted me to teach a 

course that I was qualified to teach. These administrators 

knew my academic strengths because of my previous teaching 

experience at their school. Lastly, because of the unusual 

class scheduling, the class could not always have access to 

a laboratory. Special arrangements could be made with 

another teacher, but it was generally perceived that the 

class should be taught primarily in a non-laboratory 
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classroom. Several courses were discussed, but 

Environmental Science emerged as the desirable choice. 

Prerequisites for the upper grade level elective course 

were one year of high school physical science, one year of 

biology and preferably one year of chemistry. All but one 

student had completed the prerequisites through chemistry, 

but he was concurrently enrolled in the course. 

The Environmental Science course provided an 

appropriate context for questions of representations of 

content. Social issues, natural science phenomena, and 

aspects of human morality all carne together in the form of 

content for this class. During the first semester, we 

covered topics such as general ecology, population 

dynamics, conservation principles, energy relationships 

within the ecosphere, and paradigms in the environmental 

action community. within the context of this course, 

representations of content were quite varied and provided 

the raw material necessary for inquiry. 

The School site and the Students 

The site for this study was a private, college

preparatory, co-educational school located on forty acres 

in a large southwestern city. The school was independently 

operated, but was not affiliated with any church or 

organization for purposes of revenue or academics. The 
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school operated financially on collected student tuition 

and endowments from alumni. students in grades 4-12 

attended the open-campus school, which offered a 

traditional assortment of subjects in its curriculum. The 

school was approximately 65 years old, with its history 

beginning as a boarding school in the "West" for rich east 

coast boys. It is nowaday school and in many ways 

resembles a public school in a rural setting. 

The students at this school represented a variety of 

ethnic and socioeconomic groups. The student population 

was predominantly white, but students of Hispanic, Black, 

Native American and Asian ethnicities were also enrolled. 

In the year in which the course was taught, 60 percent of 

the students at the school were receiving some sort of 

financial aid. Yet, there were several families with 

children at the school who would be considered members of 

the upper middle class socioeconomic group. 

I was a fulltime teacher at this school for three 

years prior to my fulltime graduate student status. During 

those years I taught senior high Biology, Advanced Biology, 

eighth grade General Science and occasionally Algebra. 

Therefore I had personal knowledge of the school and many 

of its students. I had a history with 14 of the 15 

students enrolled in the Environmental Science course 

taught for this study. There were nine 12th-graders, five 
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11th-graders and one tenth-grader in the class. Some of 

these students knew me from eighth grade science, while the 

seniors knew me from tenth grade Biology class. 

Data Sources 

The corpus of data included audio tape recordings of 

nearly all class periods, the textbook, post-class teaching 

notes, informal lesson plans, copies of assignments, 

quizzes, tests and other written documents to which the 

students had access. I also had documentation of an 

informal discussion about the class with five students 

during an off-period and transcripts of more formal 

interviews with three students during a different off

period. 

Time of the School Year 

In the study, I used the data sources collected from 

the first twenty sessions of class in the school year, 

which comprised about a nine week period. The class met 

approximately five times every ten school days. There are 

at least four reasons for the twenty session arbitrary cut

off. The first was that the amount of information 

collected during the year was unmanageable in terms of the 

hours required for analysis. An arbitrary decision had to 

be made about how much information should be transformed 
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into data. Second, the pre-data from the first few months 

of school was of higher quality than the pre-data collected 

later in the year. That is, during the first three months 

I was more careful to record post-class notes and keep 

copies of items such as readings and student assignments. 

In addition, I believe I was more energetic and the quality 

of instruction was higher than it was later in the year. 

This resulted in more carefully planned activities and 

tasks. A third reason for choosing this time period was 

that the development of patterns in content representations 

was easier to track since students and teacher were yet to 

become familiarized with classroom routines. Lastly, a 

quick overview of the lessons covered in the first 20 class 

sessions suggests that opportunities for a variety of 

content representations probably existed. Specifically, 

the topics of general ecology, environmental philosophies, 

and energy relationships were covered during these 

sessions. Also, two exams were included in the curriculum 

over this time. 

Machine Recordings 

The primary source of data in the study came from 

audio recordings. After listening to the tapes and 

transcribing some of the lessons, I realized that written 

transcripts were less useful for analytical purposes than 
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were the tapes themselves. Perhaps because of my intimate 

involvement as teacher-researcher, it was easier to 

"replay" the lessons and what went on as the curriculum was 

experienced when I listened to the tapes as opposed to 

reading the transcripts. I found that reading the 

transcripts restricted my interpretation of the curriculum 

events. The transcripts appeared to me as a series of 

independent dialogues rather than a complex social 

experience. 

Erickson (1986) claims that machine recordings can be 

used as one way of reducing the bias which researchers have 

toward common classroom events and away from rare events. 

The recordings, rather than the fieldnotes of a participant 

observer, become the substance from which data must be 

constructed. Erickson contends that analysis of the 

machine-recorded documentary frees the analyst from limits 

imposed by the participant observer's role. The analyst is 

free to repeat events and sequences of special interest and 

thereby experiences enhanced analytical capability because 

of the time afforded for deliberation. This ability to 

revisit the events also has the potential for greater 

"completeness of analysis," as Erickson refers to it. 

But, Erickson also warns of two basic limitations of 

machine recordings as a primary data resource. First, the 

ability to revisit the event is at best a vicarious 
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experience. That is, the analyst has no opportunities to 

test his/her theories about what is occurring as would a 

participant observer. Secondly, he claims that "in order 

to make sense of the recorded material the analyst needs to 

have access to contextual information that is not available 

on the recording itself" (p. 145). 

I do not believe that either of these considerations 

are threatening limitations in the study. First of all, as 

the teacher-researcher I was not in a position to record 

fieldnotes as is the typical participant observer. 

Consequently, analysis of a taped recording was a no less 

vicarious experience than is analysis of a transcript. 

Furthermore, my closeness to the enacted curriculum as the 

teacher of the class negates the threat of the second 

limitation suggested by Erickson. I knew more about the 

context of the class and the curriculum than anyone else 

could possibly have known. I believe that this was a 

unique advantage afforded by the teacher-researcher 

perspective. 

The Construction of Data 

Data were constructed in the form of occasion 

descriptions. Occasions were described from analysis of 

the audio recordings of lessons. Teaching notes, lesson 

plans and student handouts augmented the analysis. In 
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particular, these supplemental data sources allowed me to 

get closer to the effects that teacher decisions had on the 

representations of content. Also, triangulation of data 

from these multiple sources allowed me to recognize 

dilemmas that otherwise may have been absent upon 

inspection of the curriculum in action. For example, 

teaching notes and lesson plans lead the researcher to 

expect that content was intended to be represented in one 

way, but an unexpected early departure for an out-of-town 

soccer game might have rendered the plans useless given the 

time constraints. Such an immediate dilemma may not have 

been apparent from studying the occasions in an abbreviated 

class session. These inconsistencies among the data 

sources were important starting points for identification 

of features associated with certain patterns in 

representations of content. 

At the end of this initial data construction step, a 

set of occasion descriptions were produced. It is 

important to recall from an earlier discussion in this 

document that an occasion may have consisted of an entire 

class session. In other sessions, two or three occasions 

for content may have existed. An occasion is distinguished 

as a context in which a piece of content is embedded. 

Several representations of the content may have existed, 

but all were considered components of the occasion. A 
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different occasion description was extracted from the data 

when a different piece of content was being represented. 

Therefore, different occasion descriptions referred to 

common chunks of class time although the content described 

was different. From the descriptions, I knew the following 

about each occasion for content: 

1. The general content focus (i.e., population 

distribution, the second law of thermodynamics). 

2. The nature of the occasion (i.e., How did it go?, 

What was it all about?). 

3. The representations of the content that existed in 

the occasion (e.g., "niche" as a description of an 

organism's role, "niche" as a framework for understanding 

natural selection, "niche" as an intersection of ecological 

relationships) . 

4. The nature of content evolution (i.e., Did the 

content experience different representations in the 

occasion? What were the representations at the start, 

during and at the end of the occasion?). 

The occasion descriptions were the products of the 

first analysis of the data corpus. They were the detailed 

analytical descriptions, according to the features listed 

above, which were subjected to further data analysis and 

reduction. Examples of selected occasion descriptions are 

included in Appendix A. 
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Data Analysis and Reduction 

According to Erickson (1986), analysis of qualitative 

data must involve a continual effort to disconfirm 

assertions. Primary assertions about features associated 

with the emerging patterns in representations of content 

were constructed from analysis of the occasion 

descriptions. A search was conducted for confirming and 

disconfirming evidence of each assertion. Such evidence 

was drawn from the constructed descriptions or, in some 

cases, from the original raw data source. For example, a 

portion of dialogue from a class session tape may have been 

important disconfirming evidence against one of the primary 

assertions. The effort focused particularly on features of 

curriculum and instruction which appeared to be present or 

active when a particular pattern was present. Also, 

discrepant events were analyzed which appeared to fall 

outside of any particular representation pattern (Erickson, 

1986) . 

Reliability 

Discrepant events served as useful reliability checks 

in the analysis. Discovering such events forced me to 

reanalyze the data in order to determine whether the event 

was truly discrepant or suggestive of an associated feature 
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of a pattern which was not recognized by myself until that 

point. Discrepant events, then, directed the construction 

of new assertions, each necessarily involving a search for 

confirming and disconfirming evidence. 

A second reliability check was the use of multiple 

data sources for analysis at all levels. This allowed me 

to view the occasion in question from more than one 

perspective. For example, the lesson plans may have 

revealed that the content of a class discussion on 

population control was to be "methods of birth control." 

However, the audio tape of the lesson used to construct the 

occasion description may have revealed that moral dilemmas 

associated with methods of birth control appeared to be the 

content of focus. Furthermore, the teacher's post-class 

notes may have revealed that decision-making in a moral 

society was the content at hand. Perhaps I was laying the' 

groundwork for upcoming activities and tasks building upon 

the morality theme. Therefore, multiple data sources were 

essential tools for constantly checking the reliability of 

the analytical interpretations. 

General Patterns 

At this point in the analysis, all assertions that 

withstood the cycles of seeking disconfirming evidence were 

assembled into a general description of patterns in 
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representations of content. Each pattern was described 

along with the features and properties that appeared to 

explain why representations within the patterns existed. 

The dilemma log, constructed by myself while writing 

occasion descriptions, were used both to check and to 

support warrants to claims made about specific occasions 

which demonstrated the patterns. The claims which remained 

supported represented the findings of the study. 

The findings were further classified under one of two 

themes that described broad frameworks of thought. As 

findings accumulated, so did my general organizing thoughts 

emerge as the significance and implications of the findings 

were considered. The thought frameworks, or themes, are 

discussed in chapter four. 
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RESULTS 
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This study was conducted to track content as 

representations during curriculum occasions in an 

environmental science class. In particular, I searched for 

patterns which may help to explain how and why the 

representations existed. Several patterns were found as 

representations of content were analyzed in the data set. 

These patterns can be organized into two broad themes. 

The first theme is evolution. Evolution of content is 

defined as the change in representations of a piece of 

content as curriculum is accomplished in a classroom. In 

this definition, change applies to a quality of the content 

itself. It is the changeable quality of the content of 

instruction that is under observation in this study. For 

example, entropy is a construct or "piece" of content which 

is represented in the environmental science class. 

However, as is discussed later, entropy existed as 

different representations across time. It was found that 

multiple representations of entropy emerged across 

occasions. In contrast, some pieces of content were 

represented in only one or a few ways. Content evolution 

as change in representations provided a useful way of 
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enacted. 
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Patterns existed both in the ways in which 

representations evolved in single occasions for content and 

across occasions. A certain predictability emerged in the 

manner in which the class began to learn about a piece of 

content, the ways in which representations of it were 

allowed or even directed to form, and the ways in which the 

evolution came to a halt. In addition, some pieces of 

content appeared more vulnerable to multiple 

representations both within and across occasions. Also, 

pieces of content often became "complexified" as they were 

linked to an increasing number of new and/or preestablished 

representations. 

Teacher knowledge is descriptive of a second group of 

patterns which emerged when tracking content as it evolved 

through series of multiple representations. The level of 

sophistication of the teacher's knowledge of content 

appeared to affect the degree to which additional 

representations emerged. Also, teacher knowledge of the 

curriculum appeared to influence decisions that affected 

the representations. The separation of patterns related to 

teacher knowledge and patterns related to the evolution of 

multiple representations is clearly artificial. Yet, it is 
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consider why pieces of content evolved as they did. 
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These two broad themes are discussed in this section 

in terms of patterns found in the data. It is important to 

note that the patterns found were not exclusive of one 

another. It is not suggested, for example, that teacher 

knowledge of the construct "niche" independently influenced 

its representation as lessons proceeded. Rather, teacher 

knowledge is but one feature that appeared to work in 

concert with other features in constructing the niche 

representation. It is likely, for example, that my 

knowledge of niche coupled with the ways in which single 

occasions for the niche content evolved, worked together to 

aid in the construction of a niche representation. The 

categorization of patterns into these broad themes serves 

the purpose of reporting the findings of this exploratory 

study in an organized and comprehensible way. The 

suggestion of themes might also provide the reader with 

alternative ways of thinking about content and what 

happened to it as curriculum was enacted. This alternative 

perspective may in itself be a finding from this study. 
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Evolution 

Patterns existed in the ways in which content evolved 

both during single occasions and across occasions. The 

following discussion is organized around content evolution 

at these two levels. The first section is about patterns 

in the evolution of content as the class began to deal with 

a piece of content, engage in the task(s) involving it, and 

finally leave the content at the end of the occasion. Such 

an occasion "cycle" was sometimes completed within a single 

task or in some cases across tasks and activities. The 

second section of the discussion on evolution is about the 

patterns which appeared as pieces of content were tracked 

across several occasions. 

Patterns within Single occasions for Content 

The first pattern identified within single occasions 

for content was the way in which the class started with a 

piece of content. The students were regularly first 

exposed to the various pieces of environmental science 

content through reading assignments, videos, or teacher 

presentation. New content was represented, in other words, 

as "expert" information. 

Students were held accountable for either reading or 

attending to this information in various ways. For reading 

assignments from the text, I prepared unannounced quizzes 
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and administered them regularly at the start of several 

class sessions. I viewed these quizzes as "incentives" for 

reading. On the first day of class I described the quizzes 

to the students as "simple recall questions about the main 

points of the reading." I told them that I wanted them to 

come to class with minds prepared to "think about 

something." The something would be provided by the 

information from the author's text. The students 

apparently either believed me or actually felt the same way 

about the quizzes. Below is an excerpt from an interview 

which I conducted with one of the students in the class. 

This same view of quizzes as incentives also came out 

during other interviews (both formal and informal). 

T: ... You talked about class discussions and how 
valuable you think those are. How about, what 
role, if any, do the quizzes have for you? 

s: Well, the quizzes, uhm ... the quizzes help us 
figure out what YOU (the teacher) want us to 
think about. Because if you're asking about 
mostly one thing, then we can guess that "she 
probably doesn't want to talk about this 
today." But, also I think quizzes are an 
incentive to read, which is important. I think 
that is their main value. 

T: Would you be as apt to read if there was no 
threat of a quiz? 

S: (Pause) To be honest, no. (Laugh) 

T: I think there are lots of people who would answer 
the same way. 

S: I like this class and I enjoy this stuff, but I'm 
lazy. 
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Accountability for attending to the content of videos 

and my teacher presentations was more difficult to 

identify. Nor was the purpose of the study to identify 

such features. However, it is interesting to note that the 

students were usually very attentive to information 

presented by guest speakers and video-taped programs. The 

nature of the content undoubtedly had an influence on this 

observed attentiveness. Topics in environmental science 

are today quite public and often laden with emotional 

reactions. The students in the class appeared to "enjoy 

this stuff" as the student interview excerpt above points 

out. In addition, a colleague who observed the class for 

several sessions took notice of the immediate attention 

given to me by the students when I began to "tell" my own 

stories, either based on life experiences or academic 

encounters (personal communication). This special 

attentiveness to "information" may have had something to do 

with the history between myself and these students or the 

personal nature of the teaching-studenting experience. 

But, the reason for including comments on the observed 

accountability is to suggest that students were compelled 

in one way or another to attend to and/or take note of 

content. This attention to content as expert information 

at the beginning of content evolution was a predominant 

pattern. 
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In order to follow the pattern of content development 

which existed in single occasions for content, the reader 

is advised to review Figure 1. After some beginning 

content was represented (left side), the general pattern 

was that questions were asked about the content. The types 

of teacher questions and the points in the discourse in 

which they occurred determined whether another 

representation emerged. Notice on the figure that it was 

possible for the content to return to the form originally 

represented as information in the reading or a handout. In 

such case, a new representation did not evolve. This 

regularly occurred when students took the multiple-choice 

recall type quizzes at the beginnings of several sessions. 

In session 2, for example, students were given multiple 

choice answers to choose from for questions such as: "An 

example of a resource that can be used at a rate exceeding 

its sustained yield is ""Each of the following is 

an example of output pollution control EXCEPT "The 

questions were a reiteration of the information represented 

in the reading assignment. content evolution of this 

nature corresponds to the full-circle movement on Figure 1. 

Correct responses to the quiz questions simply re

represented the original form of content. 

Now let us consider the curriculum occasions in this 

class where the content took on a new shape rather than 
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returning to a form resembling the original (i.e., full

circle on Figure 1). In other words, what was the pattern 

for a newly evolved representation? In correspondence with 

the diagram, I am referring to those curriculum occasions 

which reroute the content through the teacher and students 

as new representations that were constructed during 

question and comment episodes. For this discussion, 

sessions 13 and 11 are especially informative. 

During session 13, the beginning content was unusual 

in that it was not typical "expert information." Rather, 

the beginning representation in the occasion was niche as a 

description of a human. They had prepared niche 

descriptions for 17-year-old male and female students. 

These descriptions would be representations on the left 

side of the single occasion pattern diagram. This 

representation remained unchanged for several minutes as 

students contributed comments that elaborated the 

descriptions of the 17-year-old vegetarian female and the 

17-year-old non-vegetarian male. Later, the representation 

of niche changed due to a different line of questioning 

which the teacher inserted. I drew on the board a diagram 

of a person fishing off the bank of a lake. In and around 

this lake were several "critters" and also pointed out were 

the different biogeochemical relationships on the diagram. 

I said to the students, "Tell me what to do to this diagram 
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in order to summarize what this chapter was about." The 

students told me to add several lines and they proceeded to 

tell why these lines were appropriate. Finally, I stopped 

and claimed that the picture, with all these lines, was a 

real mess. I asked, "Why do we spend so much time trying 

to understand such a complex messy thing?" students said 

that we need to recognize and understand cycles and 

relationships. One student said, "But, that won't clean up 

the messes we've made." I asked what such an understanding 

DOES help to do. The students' general response was that 

knowing about the relationships help us to avoid making 

more messes in the cycles. I asked, "If all these 

relationships intersected HERE (pointed to a spot on the 

diagram). . . what do we call that?" Several responded, "A 

niche." I further asked, "And HERE?" "A different niche," 

many said. "Yes," I said, "the existence of these 

complicated relationships establishes a niche." At this 

point I laid a picture of an unusual looking critter on the 

overhead projector and directed a discussion about its 

adaptations and possible inferences one could make about 

the critter's niche. 

Analysis of this episode suggests that questions and 

discourse allowed the construction of a new representation 

of niche. The representation of niche as a description of 

an organism evolved to niche as an intersection of 



relationships in an ecosystem. This pattern of change in 

representation occurred quite regularly in the sessions 

analyzed for this study. 
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Session 11 involved a bit of departure from the 

general pattern of evolution within single occasions for 

content. Yet, the curriculum occasion did result in change 

of representation. The difference was in the way in which 

questions allowed for new representations to evolve. The 

typical discourse and verbal teacher questions were 

replaced by printed questions which the students were 

requested to answer while observing their campus from a 

spot outside selected by me. To begin, I led a discussion 

on the reading for the day, which covered basic ecology 

terminology, information about trophic relationships, 

hydrogeological cycles, and other basic ecology content. 

It was basically a restatement of the author's main points. 

To illustrate what the author had written, overlays 

depicting some of the diagrams and figures from the reading 

were used. I asked the students questions about the 

overlays which largely required an understanding of terms 

and acknowledgement of the cycles about which they had 

read. This took approximately ten minutes. Then the class 

went outside where I told them we were going to extend this 

information on basic ecology into a real-life setting. The 
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students were told to sit on the grass and in concert with 

their partners, answer the questions on the handout: 

1. Is the area defined an ecosystem? Explain. 
told them what the area included.) 

(I 

2. Is there evidence that this area follows the laws 
of thermodynamics? Explain. 

3. Is there evidence that we disrupt any of the 
biogeochemical cycles at work in this area? 
Explain. 

4. Name some ways that entropy is being increased in 
this area. 

The students worked on this for the remainder of the 

session, and several asked for clarification of questions. 

In the post-class teaching notes, I had indicated a high 

degree of frustration with this activity. 

From analysis of the responses on the students' 

handouts, there is some evidence that the basic ecology 

textbook representations of content such as ecosystems and 

biogeochemical cycles did change. For example, one student 

responded to question #3 with: "We pump water artificially 

into the cycle, we add fertilizers that are adding to the 

phosphate cycle. We cut the grass and change the area to 

our liking." But, another student responded to question #1 

with an answer that represented content of ecosystem in a 

manner hardly different from what the text author had 

written: "Yes, [this is an ecosystem] because we follow the 

definition of an ecosystem. We are a set of animals 

interacting with other animals and plants and our non-
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living environment." From the post-class notes it appeared 

that I was frustrated because the students (or at least 

several of them) did not seem to question that the campus 

was an ecosystem. Only one student responded in a way that 

represented a rich interpretation of what ecosystem meant: 

"No, it is not an ecosystem. There aren't any consumers. 

All of the cycles are supported artificially (water by 

irrigation, phosphorous by fertilizer, etc.). And without 

the continuous effort by humans it would quickly change 

[the area] drastically." His representation included the 

notion of ecosystem as a natural, rather than a contrived, 

situation. 

Later, after thinking about the lesson, I came to 

believe (post-class teaching notes) that students were 

confused about the question: Was she talking about the 

school campus IF IT WERE NOT MAINTAINED or was she talking 

about the campus as it existed? So the representation of 

content in the students' answers was different depending on 

how each interpreted the question. I felt I had little 

control over the situations which lended themselves to 

these interpretations. The students were to discuss the 

questions with their partners and construct an answer. 

This was in contrast to a discussion format where I could 

indirectly check for interpretations and the existence of 

multiple representations with the questions I asked. This 
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was a departure from the model representing typical 

evolution of content in a single content occasion. Yet, in 

this occasion, the representations of ecosystems and cycles 

did take on new forms, at least for some students. But, 

the change was unpredictable. That is, I could not use 

questions and points of departure from student comments to 

guide the curriculum toward different representations. 

Some students managed to do this on their own, but others 

did not. Perhaps the loss of control toward this end had 

something to do with the frustration I felt after this 

class session. 

An example of a combination full-circle/half-circle 

tendency of content evolution occurred during a review 

session preceding an exam (Session 9). The diagrams, 

figures, and graphs from the text were used to review the 

author's account of the content. The occasion was 

generally composed of teacher-generated questions, student 

answers, and regular follow-up questions from myself in 

order to clarify or expand their answers. However, in this 

occasion, the text author's representation of some piece of 

content was often used as a point of departure for further 

evolution of a new representation. For example, after 

reviewing the author's representation of what the first and 

second laws of thermodynamics meant, I said, "If I were to 

put this on the test: 'It is inevitable, even as we move to 
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a matter-recycling society, that we will run out of 

resources.' If you really understand the laws we've been 

discussing, there is only one way to answer that question." 

The students quickly argued with me. They maintained, 

during the discourse, that we would run out of high-quality 

resources, but that in itself was not an untouchable 

argument for recycling. One student said, "And what is 

inevitable anyway? This author is so biased. He never 

mentions things like economics." Another student 

responded, "Yea, like the really efficient superinsulated 

house. So what! You would die of suffocation from lack of 

ventilation!" (In an earlier session, I had told the 

students about the engineering problems associated with 

ventilating superinsulated houses.) I then read from a 

newspaper clipping which discussed the ways in which big 

corporations were turning environmentally-sound choices 

into savings in dollars. 

The curriculum occasions for the review of content 

being covered for an exam are represented by both the full

circle and the repeating half-circle parts of the diagram. 

It is interesting to note that in the teacher's post-class 

notes, I expressed my own frustration with the idea of 

review as restating previously covered information, or 

"expert" representations. Yet, I felt a need to alert the 

students as to what representations they should expect to 
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see on the test. Thus, the points of departure from the 

expert representations probably represented a compromise on 

my part between how I felt about the quality of the 

curriculum occasion and the realities of evaluation. For 

the second exam in this course, I prepared a handout to 

distribute to students. On this "review" handout were 

approximately ten questions which I had asked the students 

"to think about" as they reviewed for the exam. It is 

interesting to note that the review for this exam (Session 

16) took on quite a different shape. In fact, it could 

hardly be considered a "review" by any traditional meaning 

of the word. The students tucked away the review sheets in 

their notebooks and I proceeded to summarize in my own 

words the central themes of the previous two chapters. 

But, I did this apparently to re-set the stage for a 

discussion which had begun during the last session. Hence, 

the "review" had been reduced to a sheet of questions. All 

the participants seemed quite satisfied with this treatment 

of what they should expect to see on the test. 

Thus far this discussion of evolution patterns has 

focused on when and why new representations appeared as 

curriculum was accomplished during single occasions for 

content. Another appropriate question to ask at this point 

might be, when and how did the pattern stop? The ringing 

of the bell signifying the end of the period CQuld not have 
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been the only factor which brought the evolution of content 

to a halt, for some class sessions involved two or three 

different cycles of content evolution. 

The evolution of content in single occasions was 

predictable in the sense that the beginning representation 

was often some expert information. Also predominant was 

the use of questions and discourse to provide opportunities 

for additional representations to appear. This tendency 

for content to be represented in ways other than expert 

information was a factor which appeared also to be a 

criterion for determining when the content evolution should 

stop. In session 5, each student gave a three-minute 

summary of an environmental law or piece of legislation 

which had been assigned to them to research in the library 

over the past few days. These recitations went smoothly 

with each participant basically telling what the act or law 

was, why it was written, and what it did for the 

environment and/or society. When all were finished, I 

asked the students, "What sorts of summary thoughts do you 

have?" The students responded with comments such as: 

None are very effective on a large scale ... 
No one said much about enforcement ... 
The laws were in response to social and medical, 

rather than environmental concerns . 
. . . Dealt with real visible things. 
Lots of output solutions ... 

I summarized their comments and asked them whether the laws 

appeared to respond more to the idea of "the commons" or 
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individual concerns. The students replied, "The commons." 

I quite likely interpreted their responses as multiple 

representations of the environmental law content. In 

addition I apparently felt satisfied with their abilities 

to associate these "summary thoughts" with the commons 

perspective. In fact, the notes reveal that I considered 

this a productive and thoughtful session. But, after this 

occasion, a different piece of content was represented. It 

is not clear why "the commons" idea was not developed 

further. I suspect it had to do with several things, one 

of which was time constraints and another of which was my 

theory of the curriculum. Given the pattern which existed 

so predominantly during single occasions for content, one 

might suggest that my theory of curriculum was grounded in 

a notion of multiple representations of content. A common 

pattern which existed was to move on to different 

representations once a representation had become public. 

When I saw that the students were able to think about the 

laws and acts from broader, divergent perspectives, perhaps 

my theory of multiple representations was satisfied. So, I 

moved the curriculum along to something else. This 

interpretation fits nicely with analyses of other sessions 

in which two or three different pieces of content went 

through some degree of evolution. 
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content coverage was another feature which appeared to 

affect my teacher decisions about when a cycle of content 

evolution should be abandoned in favor of a new or 

different piece of content. I shall reserve this 

discussion for the section on patterns in teacher 

knowledge. 

Patterns Across Occasions 

Patterns existed across occasions in the ways in which 

pieces of content evolved. Addressing these patterns 

individually would be difficult as each is closely related 

to other patterns. Any attempt to separate discussions of 

these patterns would result in a less than representative 

picture of what happened to content across occasions in 

this environmental class. Therefore, the following 

discussion is organized around pieces of content and what 

happened to them as curriculum was accomplished across 

occasions. 

I have chosen three pieces of content to include in 

this discussion: niche, population change, and entropy. 

These three pieces of content were fundamental constructs 

in the environmental science course. Several different 

pieces of content were tracked in the analysis, but these 

three were chosen because of the capacities to illustrate 

different patterns. 
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A Case of Content: Niche 

The development of niche began on the first day of 

class. It is its "longevity" across occasions which make 

niche an especially interesting piece of content. During 

sessions 1 and 2 the class considered the different 

philosophies which existed about the means by which 

pollution can or ought to be controlled. These 

philosophies are generally separated into what is called 

input or output philosophies. Input philosophies are 

inherent to those who favor avoiding the production of 

pollutants, while output philosophies represent the 

traditional response of dealing with unwanted wastes as 

best we can. But, discussion of the construct "niche" 

during these sessions was in part about the roles that 

humans take in controlling pollution. The key word in the 

preceding statement is ROLES. From early on, the powerful 

roles which humans have in ecosystems was represented. 

This notion of roles was carried into sessions 3, 4, and 5. 

During session 3, students read about and discussed the 

different viewpoints on human roles offered by the 

cornucopian and neo-Malthusian environmental perspectives. 

In sessions 4 and 5, human roles were further considered as 

the history of human impact on earth was studied. The 

notion of the impact of those roles was also of concern in 

session 7. The implicit message in all these occasions at 
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the beginning of the course was that humans have powerful 

roles in their environments (powerful implies capacity to 

cause change). 

The next session in which the construct of roles 

appeared was #10. This was an exam session. Two questions 

from the exam which are related in some way to the idea of 

human roles are given below (Session 10, Exam, pages one-

two) : 

Question #1: 

Question #3: 

According to the third principle given 
above, the world creates its own 
disorder all the time no matter what we 
do. If that is true, why bother 
changing our lifestyles at all? It 
seems that our environment is doomed to 
disorder anyway. 

Use good "thermodynamic sense" 
(principles 2 and 3 above) to choose 
one of the dinners below. Tell why you 
made that choice. (Choice) Roast beef 
from a grass-fed steer OR fresh halibut 
from an ocean fisherman's catch. 

There were other questions on the exam (especially 5, 6, 

and 7) which also required a link to the idea of roles. 

It was not until session 12 that the construct of 

NICHE was formally introduced. This was accomplished 

through the students' reading of the author's explanation 

of biogeochemical cycles, energy relationships and 

interactions in ecosystems. Niche was represented as an 

"occupation" which an organism has in the system of which 

it is a part. Further, the author represented niche as "a 

description of all that a species needs to survive and 



reproduce," and as "a lifestyle" of an organism (see 

Miller, pp. 67-68). Students were also introduced to the 

idea that there are different types of niches, generally 

described as generalist or specialist, depending upon the 

specificity of the organism's situation in "life." 
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However, later in this session after reviewing what niche 

meant according to the author, I asked the students to 

describe a penguin's niche. There were several responses 

and I summarized finally by saying that niche would be 

"anything affecting the livelihood of an organism or the 

livelihood of competing organisms." Then I told the 

students about allozymes and electrophoresis, an 

electrochemical means of comparing similar enzymes from 

different individuals. without getting into what all that 

means in this discussion, suffice to say that I explained 

what it was, how it worked and how it explained the great 

deal of variety in a population of snails for that one 

enzyme. This led to questions and discourse about the 

significance of that finding from allozymes for evolution. 

Further, that genetic variety may help to explain why 

similar organisms may occupy different niches yet appear to 

be much alike. I used the example of mosquito species. 

Then the discussion turned to a consideration of the 

complexity involved in describing a niche. To realize this 

point, the students helped me construct niche descriptions 
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on the overhead of an alley cat and a wild farm cat. Then 

an assignment was made for the students to construct niche 

descriptions for the next class period. 

In session 13, the niche was again represented as a 

description of an organism. There was discussion about how 

much one would need to know about an organism or a species 

in order to adequately describe the niche. Then a 

discussion ensued about niche as a dynamic rather than 

static "state" when the teacher redirected the content with 

the question, "will the niches you have described be the 

same in forty years?" The representation at this point in 

the discourse was niche as a dynamic state. Then the 

representation changed again when I drew a diagram on the 

board of a person fishing from a bank of a lake. On this 

diagram were several critters. students advised me of all 

the relationships that one could depict in such a picture. 

After the diagram was quite full of lines and additions, 

the class took note of the complexity. I asked the class, 

while pointing to a spot on the diagram, what the spot was 

called. The majority of students responded, "a niche." In 

response to another spot which I pointed out, the students 

referred to it as "a different niche." Thus, the 

representation of niche at this point was an intersection 

of cycles and relationships existing in a system. After 

that, a discussion was centered around adaptations and 



niches. This was accomplished by viewing and discussing 

the rather unusual adaptations evident on an imaginary 

critter that I had placed on the overhead projector. 
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During sessions 15 and 16, the notion of change in 

niches was considered during discourse and activities 

involving carrying capacity and humans' ability to alter 

that in the environment. session 17 was an exam session. 

In one question, students had to use several terms in a 

description involving a perch in a lake in northern 

Minnesota. Niche was one term they were required to use in 

their descriptions. Also, some student responses to a 

question regarding lifestyles with respect to ecological 

guidelines included the construct, and in some cases, the 

actual term, niche. 

Case Analysis: Niche 

What patterns emerged as pieces of content were 

tracked across occasions? The preceding discussion of the 

evolution of niche is useful for discussion of the patterns 

which emerged in analysis. Several pieces of content 

tracked in this environmental science class followed the 

same general patterns as the evolution of niche. 

First, the case of niche describes how a piece of 

content was represented in an increasing number of ways as 

occasions passed. Figure 2 represents a summary of the 
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various representations of niche which were discovered upon 

analysis of sessions 1 through 20. These representations 

were recognized through analysis of the class discourse, 

the tasks in which the students engaged, and to a lesser 

extent, the notes and lesson plans of the teacher. I might 

add that my role as teacher-researcher greatly enhanced my 

ability to make sense of the discourse recorded on the 

audio tapes. My sense is that without an understanding of 

the meaning of the content being tracked, a study of this 

nature would be very difficult for a researcher. Even 

reporting of the tracking in the case constructed above was 

not without problems in translation of content. 

To return to the summary of niche representations 

(Figure 2), the key word in each representation is 

capitalized. Also, notice that the class sessions in which 

the representations appeared are listed in parentheses. 

For example, niche was represented as a focus of 

competition among organisms in sessions 12 and 13. One can 

see thas niche was represented in a variety of ways, and 

the representations occurred in eleven of the twenty 

sessions analyzed. It is also worth noting that not all 

these representations existed in the text or written 

materials. Several of the representations were constructed 
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Representations of Content: NICHE 

1. ROLE of humans in ecosystems (1, 2, 3, 4, 10) 
2. Impact of the human ROLE on the system (3, 4, 7, 10) 
3. ROLES and life choices (10, 17) 
4. ROLES of organisms within systems (12, 13) 
5. NICHE as the definition of a biological construct (12, 

13) 
6. NICHE as a description (12, 13, 17) 
7. NICHES as foci of competition (12, 13) 
8. NICHES as the result of genetic variation (12) 
9. NICHE as a complex state (12, 13) 

10. NICHE as a changeable state (13, 15, 16) 

Representations of Content: POPULATION CHANGE 

1. Exponential GROWTH (2) 
2. History of CHANGE in human popUlations (2, 4, 9) 
3. Environmental philosophy and human population CHANGES 

(10) 
4. Natural populations and STRESS (14, 15, 16, 17) 
5. Populations and CHANGE: Natural Selection and 

Speciation (15, 16) 
6. Population CHANGE and genetic variation (16, 17) 
7. Population CHANGE and system simplification (16, 17) 

Representations of Content: ENTROPY 

1. Humans, resources, and waste INCREASE (4, 5) 
2. STATES of DISORDER (5, 6) 
3. Loss of USEFUL energy (6, 7, 9, 10, 12) 
4. ENTROPY as a definition of a scientific construct (6, 

9) 
5. ENTROPY and recycling (6, 11) 
6. Living things: Order from DISORDER (7, 10) 
7. Lifestyles and DISORDER (7, 9, 10, 16, 17) 
8. Trade-offs and DISORDER (7, 9, 10, 15, 17) 
9. DISORDER and system complexity (16, 17) 

Figure 2. Representations of Content during Class Sessions 



in discourse involving teacher talk, teacher questions, 

student responses and student questions. 
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Second, the case of niche shows an increasing 

difficulty in keeping track of content across occasions. 

Notice in Figure 2 that representations 4 through 10 were 

found to co-exist in several of the sessions. In the 

analysis it became difficult to isolate one representation 

from another. In session 13, for example, it became 

difficult to isolate episodes in which niche was 

represented as a complex state from those episodes in which 

niche was represented as changeable state. This points to 

the complexifying tendency of curriculum in this class. 

Third, exams and, to a lesser extent, reviews tended 

to bottleneck content evolution. Figure 3 is a graphic 

representation of the first 20 sessions of the course 

plotted against the ten representations of niche identified 

from the occasion data. While I analyzed only 20 sessions 

for the various pieces of content tracked in the study, I 

chose to add an additional seven sessions (21-27) for niche 

in order to test the statement regarding the bottleneck 

effect of exams. Sessions 10, 17, and 27 were exams. It 

was necessary to look past session 20 when tracking niche 

in order to state with confidence that exams stifled the 

evolution of the content. Notice the plateaus which result 

from graphing the representations in this way. In a 
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general sense, the plateaus appear after the exam sessions. 

In fact, after session 17, it is difficult to find the 

construct niche represented at all. The content of 

sessions 21-27 was population change, birth control, and 

demographic trends. These areas of content could be 

thought of as components of a human niche description, but 

the lines of evolution become very fuzzy. It would be both 

appropriate and necessary to follow niche throughout an 

even longer period of the school year in order to find out 

how the content to come is tied to other representations 

which have previously existed. Such an analysis over a 

wide expanse of time would likely provide even stronger 

tests of the claim that exams bottleneck the evolution 

content. As mentioned earlier, there was a tendency to 

reduce the lines of content to succinct statements or at 

least clear questions. During the first review, this took 

the form of teacher-telling with interspersed episodes of 

elaboration and further evolution of the content. During 

session 19, the review took the form of a series of 

questions which I told them lito think about while studying 

for the exam." 

A fourth pattern which emerged and is illustrated in 

the case of niche is the use of related concepts and 

constructs to precede or lay the groundwork for a more 

"expert" version of the piece of content. For example, 
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notice in Figure 2 that the notion of roles was prevalent, 

especially the roles of humans. A biological niche can 

aptly be described as a role of an organism. I would 

suggest that this evolution of role-to-niche was not 

serendipitous. Rather, that was an intentional development 

on my part as teacher. Further, I would suggest that 

unless occasions for content are analyzed across time, the 

evolution of the content, in this case niche, might not be 

adequately described. 

The Cases of Population Change and Entropy 

Included in Figure 2 are summaries of the 

representations of population change and entropy. Cases of 

content evolution were developed for these two pieces of 

content, much like the case of niche described above. The 

case descriptions were not included in this report because 

they tended to illustrate several of the same themes that 

the niche description illustrated. However, a few points 

of distinction deserve some attention. 

The population change content did not appear across as 

many occasions as did the niche content. Also, it appeared 

to be represented in fewer ways. Eight out of the twenty 

class sessions had representations of population change and 

there were seven different representations identified 

during the occasions in those sessions. The same 



bottleneck phenomenon appeared after sessions 10 and 17 

(the exams), but no further sessions were analyzed to 

follow up on this for the population change piece of 

content. 
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The fact that there were fewer representations is 

difficult to account for. It may be bound to the nature of 

the content, teacher knowledge, or the curriculum. It is 

important to note that sessions 21-27 (which were not 

analyzed for "population change") covered content such as 

birth control, demographics and population trends. It is 

likely that analysis of these occasions would result in 

more representations of population change. 

The tracking of entropy was similar to the niche 

evolution in several respects. First, the representations 

increased in number across time. Second, it became quite 

difficult to keep track of the entropy representations, 

especially when embedded in discussions of ecosystems. 

Third, entropy was a good example of a piece of content 

which evolved using introductory constructs such as "waste 

increase," "disorder," and "loss of useful energy.1I But, 

the bottleneck tendency of exams was not at all evident in 

the tracking of entropy. Out of perhaps eight different 

pieces of content which were originally tracked in this 

study, entropy was the only one which did not display the 

bottleneck pattern. 
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In order to inspect this more closely, I constructed a 

graph of the representations of entropy plotted against the 

sessions in which the representations appeared (see Figure 

4). Notice that there is not a clear plateau of 

representations after session 10 (the exam session). Also, 

entropy dropped out of sight after session 18. Keep in 

mind the nature of the content of those sessions (e.g., 

population and demographics). Also, it is important to 

note that entropy is basically a physics construct 

involving energy and states of disorder of matter. Basic 

ecological constructs and principles are derived from 

physical statements like entropy and the laws, in turn, 

from which they derive (i.e., first and second laws of 

thermodynamics). Therefore, the nature of the content 

entropy may transcend several content areas because of its 

embeddedness in ecological constructs. One might think of 

the content of entropy as being fundamental to 

understanding change, which is fundamental to understanding 

ecosystems, which is fundamental to understanding something 

such as niches. In other words, the content of entropy may 

be represented in many ways and in many occasions, then 

seem to disappear as the curriculum shifts from basic 

ecology to the particulars of environmental problems. If 

one looks at the various representations identified on 

Figure 2, one can see that entropy is a malleable piece of 
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content. "Recycling and entropy" and "disorder and system 

complexity" are examples of the variable ways in which 

entropy can be represented in a class of this nature. 

One emerging pattern which has not been discussed thus 

far is that content is rarely inert across class sessions. 

This claim is based upon the analysis of several pieces of 

content across 20 class sessions. The three pieces of 

content discussed above were chosen for their illustrative 

capacities. In addition to those, however, I tracked 

content pieces such as biogeochemical cycles, basics of 

energy change, succession, evolution, water quality, and 

systems stress. During this stage of the analysis it was 

often difficult to determine just what qualified as 

content. For example, ethics and social responsibility was 

a recurring theme, but it was difficult to determine 

whether it should be considered content in this course. In 

accordance with the definition of content laid out in the 

first chapter of this document, content is a subset of a 

larger domain called subject matter. Are things such as 

ethics and social responsibility parts of the environmental 

science subject matter? I contend that they are, largely 

because environmental science is a hybrid course, a mix of 

science and society. But, regardless of the definition of 

content, the pieces of content which were tracked nearly 

always involved multiple representations across occasions 
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for content. There appeared to be an evolution, rather 

than a series of disjointed representations, which existed 

across time for nearly every piece of content tracked. I 

found only two exceptions to this pattern. 

One piece of content which appeared to be resistent to 

multiple representations was nuclear energy. It could be 

argued that this does not even qualify as a piece of 

content in the first 20 sessions of this course. Nuclear 

energy was introduced in session 5 as one of several types 

of energy, each of which adhere to fundamental laws when 

undergoing change. In this sense, it appeared to be, along 

with other types of energy, an example in which one could 

consider how the laws of thermodynamics predict changes in 

energy and matter. The nature of nuclear energy as an 

example, rather than a fundamental piece of content by 

itself may explain why multiple representations did not 

evolve over class sessions. However, some interesting 

points still surfaced in analyzing the nuclear energy 

representations. 

During session 4, students and I considered the 

relationship between changes in human society and 

accompanying changes in energy use, both in quality and 

quantity. This took the form of a chapter on the history 

of human impact on the earth, activities centered upon 

change through time, and discourse about the nature of 
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change. In other words, representations of change in 

energy use by humans over time preceded occasions in which 

the thermodynamic nature of energy change was represented. 

These representations occurred during sessions 5 and 6. 

During session 6, the students took a ten question, 

multiple-choice quiz over the reading material. The 

material covered basic physical science concepts about 

matter, energy, and changes in both. After the quiz, the 

class discussed the answers with elaboration and follow-up 

after each question. Question #9 asked: 

In which of the following ways are nuclear fusion and 
nuclear fission similar? 

A. Both use neutrons to start a chain reaction. 
B. Both can be used in nuclear weapons. 
c. Both can be used now to produce electricity. 
D. Both violate energy conservation laws. 

After corning to agreement on the IIbestll answer, I asked 

them what really happens when atoms undergo fission and 

fusion. students responded with scientifically appropriate 

answers. A diagram was drawn on the board which seemed to 

prompt even more comments. Then one student asked,IIWhy 

can't we use any type of atom for nuclear fusion?1I There 

were no responses from the students. Rather than prompting 

the group with questions, in this instance, I told what I 

new about atomic stability and how it accounts for 

differences in nuclear activity among different atoms. 

Then one student brought up the recent experiments with 
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cold fusion at utah. Students asked how that could be. 

Again, I resorted to a "telling" of what I knew of the 

experiment and the conditions under which a fusion reaction 

could be brought about. 

The representations of nuclear energy were few in 

number across sessions 4, 5, and 6. The predominant 

representation was the definition-like description of what 

scientists believe to be true about nuclear changes. My 

"telling" corresponded with what one might expect to read 

in an introductory physics text. The next occasions in 

which nuclear energy appeared was during session 7. 

Entropy and waste energy were represented in examples of 

situations involving both chemical and nuclear energy 

changes. Nuclear energy appeared in a discussion later in 

session 9 when the class was reviewing energy 

transformations and the laws which predict such changes. 

There were no questions on the exam in session 10 about 

nuclear energy. Furthermore, it completely dropped out of 

sight in the analysis of all subsequent sessions. 

Biogeochemical cycles was another piece of content 

which did not become represented in multiple ways. 

Students read about the cycles for sessions 12 and 13 and 

overhead diagrams were used to review what the cycles 

consisted of. In the exam session 17, students were asked 

to include descriptions of cycles in writing about the 
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perch/lake situation. However, it was difficult to 

separate out content of biogeochemical cycles from 

representations of ecosystems. The former is embedded in 

the latter. Furthermore, later in the course (especially 

during the second semester), the content of biogeochemical 

cycles could likely have been represented in multiple ways 

when specific topics like fertilizer run-off, land use, and 

conservation were covered. This likelihood supports the 

suggestion that analyses of curriculum occasions across 

long spans of class time is warranted if claims are to be 

made about representations of specific pieces of content. 

Summary 

Patterns existed in the ways in which representations 

of content occurred both at the levels of single occasions 

and across occasions. At the level of single occasions the 

following patterns were found: 

1. Students were held accountable for knowing some 

beginning content, often from the text or some other 

assigned reading. 

2. At times this beginning, "expert" representation 

was simply repeated during question and answering 

occasions. 
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3. More often than not, the beginning representations 

were used as starting points for the construction of 

additional representations. 

4. These additional representations often appeared 

during curriculum occasions in which teacher questions, 

student responses, and student questions structured the 

discourse. 

5. A combined retelling/redirecting of "expert" 

representations occurred during occasions for evaluation or 

occasions directly associated with evaluation. 

6. The teacher's recognition that multiple 

representations of a piece of content had been accomplished 

seemed to be associated with a halt in the evolution of 

that piece of content. 

Several patterns were also found across occasions: 

1. Representations of nearly all pieces of content 

increased in number across time and sessions. 

2. Pieces of content became increasingly difficult to 

track as they became closely linked to representations of 

other pieces of content. 

3. Exams and reviews often bottlenecked or narrowed 

the development of content. 

4. Representations of related concepts and constructs 

often preceded the formal introduction of pieces of 

content. 



5. Representations of content nearly always evolve 

from one "expert" form to multiple representations. 

Teacher Knowledge 
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Teacher knowledge is a broad theme that describes a 

group of patterns which were found to exist when pieces of 

content evolved into multiple representations. It is also 

a theme descriptive of patterns which appeared to exist 

when pieces of content were relatively inert; that is, when 

pieces of content were less vulnerable to multiple 

representations as the curriculum proceeded. 

As the teacher-researcher in this study, I must 

acknowledge the bias I have which surely influences my 

analysis of the data. Yet, in this particular study, the 

bias seems outweighed by the useful insights I have as the 

person who both taught the class and made sense of the data 

at a later time. The associations which appeared to exist 

between changes in representations of content and aspects 

of teacher knowledge, seem ecologically valid from my dual

role perspective. And my notes, written in first person 

and kept in a log referred to as "dilemmas", proved 

valuable in drawing my attention to those problematic 

occasions for content which were affected by aspects of 

teacher knowledge. The following discussion is organized 

around my teacher knowledge of this class and the events 
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therein. The patterns which emerged are described at three 

levels: knowledge of students, knowledge of content, and 

knowledge of the curriculum. 

Knowledge of Students 

I had taught 14 of the 15 students in this class at 

some point(s) in their 8th through 12th grade schooling 

experiences. Therefore, I began this course with an 

already well-formed impression of the students' ability 

levels, their work habits, and their background knowledge. 

The last knowledge, in particular, seemed to influence some 

of my curricular decisions about content and its 

representations. 

In session 11, an episode occurred within an occasion 

for basic ecology content which appeared to suggest what I 

thought the students knew about the content. A portion of 

the field notes which I wrote for that occasion is given 

below. Notice that I refer to myself as "the teacher." I 

did this rather consistently and found this helpful in 

constructing the occasion descriptions from an analytical 

perspective. 

The class began with the teacher returning the exams. 
There were few questions. The tests had numerous 
comments in the margins. The teacher then began a 
discussion of the reading for the day, pages 50-61, a 
reading covering basic ecology terminology and info 
about trophic relationships, hydrogeological cycles, 
and other basic ecology content. The teacher said to 
the kids, "This reading was about like 7th grade life 
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science, right?" They went over the reading quite 
quickly, presumably because the teacher felt that it 
was neither difficult nor new material for the kids. 
She asked, "What was the reading about for today?" 
Students recognized it as basic ecology. She asked how 
it was different from the last chapter read. They 
replied that it was more basic and there were more 
terms to review. Using overlays from some of the 
figures in the reading, she asked things like, "What 
are the detritus feeders and how do they fit into this 
system?" The questions were basically either recall 
or checks for understanding of the reading material. 
Then (this all had taken about 10 minutes), she told 
the kids they were going outside to extend this 
reading into an activity where they were to consider 
what ecosystems really mean in a real-life setting. 

A similar teacher perception of what the students' 

knew appeared in analysis of an occasion during session 5. 

In this particular episode, the environmental principles 

which guide sound ecological decision-making were 

introduced. What follows are two parts of the occasion 

notes which I constructed for this session: 

The class was instructed to look at the environmental 
principles listed on page 27 of their texts. The 
teacher explained that the "principles act as rules 
for helping us to ma':e sense of what goes on in the 
environment. The principles are grounded in ecology." 
Some of the kids were focused on a candle which the 
teacher had lighted. It kept going out. She finally 
gave up and told them to pretend that the candle was a 
tube of petroleum with a wick. She said, "In your 
group tell how the burning candle illustrates each 
principle on page 27." There was confusion. She did 
the first one with the class. After some teacher 
questions the kids said that the "petroleum" changes 
in composition and the new gaseous form is released 
into the air. The heat and light are also released 
into the air, they do not just disappear. She said, 
"Now corne up with a statement for each principle that 
illustrates how the burning petroleum exemplifies the 
principle." The kids began working as teacher walked 



around the room interacting with the kids at the 
tables. 

Later in the notes: 
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Also, in the teacher notes, she expressed what she 
noticed as a difficulty students had decoding the 
"language" of the principles. For example, when she 
mentioned the word "entropy" to some of them they 
thought of a state of disorder (previous science 
knowledge). But, they were confused by the author's 
reference to things being "mixed up," which was 
actually his way of describing entropy. The teacher 
spent time at tables trying to translate the author's 
common language into the scientific words which many 
seemed to remember and be able to use correctly. 

Analysis of these episodes suggests that I knew, in 

the first occasion described, that the students had been 

exposed to basic ecology content earlier in their schooling 

lives. Furthermore, I presumed that they remembered and 

understood it. The class review of the reading was rather 

quick and this apparently bothered none of the 

participants. Or at least my curriculum agenda did not 

allow for such "bother" to surface. In the second episode 

described above, my knowledge of how the kids understood 

"entropy" probably resulted in a reduction in the ambiguity 

of the task, and a subsequent reformulation of the entropy 

representation. But, the point is that I knew quite 

quickly why they were confused. I not only knew of 

previous occasions for entropy in my courses, but I had a 

very good understanding of what was covered and how it was 

covered in other science courses at this school. The 

science faculty was small in number, we had good working 
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relationships, and we often shared rooms, equipment, and 

lab facilities. One becomes intimately familiar with the 

nature of curriculum in other teachers' classrooms under 

such conditions. 

Knowledge of content 

My knowledge of the content appeared also to affect 

representations, especially in terms of the numbers which 

appeared. Most pieces of content which were tracked 

resulted in multiple representations across occasions. 

However, there were a few pieces of content which did not. 

There is evidence from the data which suggests that at 

least one of these pieces of "inert" content was associated 

with my restricted knowledge of the content. 

This association appeared in the analysis of 

representations of nuclear energy. The association was 

between the relatively few representations which existed, 

the degree to which I "told" what I knew, and the level of 

knowledge which I claimed to hold about the topic. Below 

is an excerpt from the occasion notes which I prepared on 

session 6: 

. . . I do not consider myself extremely knowledgeable 
about the physics of fusion and fission. I tended to 
"tell" what I knew at those junctures, rather than 
manage the discussion with appropriately placed 
questions like I do with topics with which I am more 
knowledgeable. 
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The following is an excerpt written in the dilemma log 

I kept as I listened and re-listened to tapes of the 

classes: 

The discussion on fusion may have appeared to an 
observer to be smooth and without much problem. But, 
from the tone of my voice, and the degree to which I 
explained things rather than formulated questions 
based on kids' responses, leads me to suspect that I 
was uncomfortable with both the topic of nuclear 
energy and the ways in which the kids were asking 
about it. 

Analysis of this occasion for nuclear energy suggests 

that I was not confident in my ability to set the 

conditions for other representations with questions 

and/responses. This was probably due, in part, to my 

restricted understanding of the physics and chemistry of 

nuclear reactions. Multiple representations did not exist 

in my repertoire of ways of knowing about nuclear energy. 

I knew about this content in just a few ways, and those 

"ways" had already been exhausted. It was simply too great 

a risk to allow questioning to go on. Therefore, I halted 

the discourse and told what I knew. 

This was the only piece of content which appeared to 

be associated with restricted knowledge of content, at 

least in the expert realm. It may be important to add that 

I feel quite knowledgeable about content in the areas of 

ecology, evolution, and environmental science. But, there 

were at least three occasions in'which I appeared to have 

restricted knowledge about representations of content which 
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the students were communicating. In other words, I did 

not always know what they were "getting at." When those 

occasions occurred, my reactions were quite similar to 

those in the nuclear energy occasion. 

In session 2, a discussion occurred about a J-curve in 

the reading. It represented the change in world 

population since humans have been known to be inhabitants 

of the earth. I was using the J-curve to depart into an 

activity involving the idea of doubling-time. But, one 

student asked just as we were to begin the activity, 

"But it looks like it got to the point where the 
population growth was lower, after the Black Death it 
went up again. [other comments] But, it's funny that 
it went way down, and lost a lot of population, but 
then it just shot straight up." This condition on the 
graph bothered this student. Several others seemed to 
agree. Yet, I had no idea what he was "gettin' at." 
I saw the point on the graph to which he was 
referring, but I could not understand how he was 
representing the situation on the graph. After 
several minutes of "ideas" and discourse, I closed 
down the conversation and returned to my activity 
involving doubling time. 

During session 12 an occasion existed for trophic 

relationships (e.g., food chains and webs). During a 

discussion of food chains and niches~ one student brought 

up the unusual food chains which exist at the mouths of 

hydrothermal vents. He suggested that the food chain of 

which we were a part would be rather different. Rather 

than following up with questions and directing the content 

towards another representation, I stopped and explained the 
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roles that heat and sulfur play in those primary producer's 

lives. Those chemical roles were not to be confused with 

nutrition as we knew it. Those chemicals serve a 

chemosynthetic role, much like carbon dioxide and sunlight 

do for photosynthesis. This appeared to be a "dilemma", 

not because of my restricted knowledge of food chains. 

Again, I did not know what he was "getting at." 

Finally, during session 13 in an occasion for niche, 

there was an episode where students were describing niches 

for people who had very few differences between them. This 

was very easy for them because they saw the niches of two 

17-year-old people (one male and the other a female 

vegetarian) as being almost identical. What follows is an 

excerpt from my dilemma log concerning this episode: 

This was going no where as the kids knew that the 
differences were so few. In retrospect, I now see 
that I should have had them describing different 
organisms with similar niches (as opposed to similar 
organisms with different niches). The point I wanted 
to surface about an organism is that in order to 
adequately describe its niche, one has to know a lot 
about the organism. It's a complicated state of 
affairs. 

The three occasions described above show how I 

responded either to not knowing the students' "content" or 

not knowing what to do with the representation that was on 

the floor (i.e., the niche descriptions). My reactions 

were similar to those in the nuclear energy occasion, even 

though my knowledge restriction in these preceding cases 
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was not about "expert" representations of content. I 

basically did not know the students' representations of the 

content. I responded by changing the discourse or telling 

what I knew. This was a fairly consistent pattern across 

the occasions analyzed in this study. I changed the 

discourse either by inserting a new example or using a 

different line of questions and responses in order to 

direct the construction of a new or different 

representation. 

Knowledge of Curriculum 

Time and content coverage were two aspects of my 

knowledge of the curriculum which appeared to influence how 

long and to what level of multiplicity a piece of content 

would be allowed to evolve. During session 4 an occasion 

existed where I had placed on the overhead a chart which 

the students were helping me to complete. The chart 

depicted historical eras of human existence from early 

hunter/gatherers to advanced industrialized societies of 

today. For each of these eras we filled in comments about 

group size, resource consumption and environmental 

degradation. In my dilemma log I claimed the following: 

I did not complete the chart. In my post-class notes I 
claimed that the kids saw the emerging pattern: larger 
aggregations of people meant more resources used, and 
more degradation on a larger (i.e., regional vs. 
local) scale. The lesson appeared to run smoothly on 
the tape. But, as the teacher, I could recall when I 
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got to that point . . . I needed to decide how to best 
use the TIME . . . moving toward the notion of 
contemporary efforts to approach a sustainable -earth 
society OR continuing with something that was not 
difficult for the kids to comprehend. 

Other occasions presented this same tension between 

time/coverage constraints and the value of what was 

happening at the moment. 

During session 9 an occasion for review existed as it 

was the day before an exam. If you recall from an earlier 

discussion, this class session was not without frustration 

for me. My notes indicated that review as "telling" was 

counter to how I felt class time ought to be spent. Yet, I 

felt compelled to "let kids know" what they should expect 

on the exam. The following is an entry in my dilemma log 

for the review occasion: 

Much like with session 6, I resorted to explanation of 
the laws. In this case, not because of my lack of 
knowledge, but because of my fears of time and 
evaluation constraints. I did not want any kid 
walking into that exam without once again hearing 
about the relationship between energy use, the two 
laws of thermodynamics, and choices we make involving 
those things. Time constraints forced me to "tell" 
rather than direct the discussion with questions. 
You see, when you direct content with questions, you 
are vulnerable to time. It may take several minutes 
to latch on to a comment that I can use in an 
intelligent way to turn the course of argument. Or I 
may get the thought I need to hear quickly, you never 
know. That is the exciting and creative side of 
teaching. 

From earlier discussion in this chapter, we are also 

reminded of my theory of curriculum as multiple 

representations. This was a predominant pattern in the 
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occasions analyzed for this study. In fact, the post-class 

teaching notes reflected "frustration" occurring during 

sessions where content was basically restricted to "expert" 

representations. The data which support this finding were 

discussed under the first theme of evolution. 

Summary 

The following patterns existed in teacher knowledge 

about students, content, and curriculum: 

1. The teacher presumes student knowledge of some 

basic science content because of her history with the 

school and the students. 

2. There is some evidence that the teacher's 

restricted knowledge of a piece of content may contribute 

to its inertness to multiple representations in the 

curriculum. 

3. The teacher's restricted knowledge of the 

students' representations of content often resulted in a 

halt in evolution of the content. 

4. The teacher's responses to episodes in which she 

had restricted knowledge of either "expert" or student 

representations included stopping the evolution and: 

(a) "telling" what she knew, or (b) changing the discourse 

by inserting different questions or new examples. 
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5. Beliefs about time and content coverage influenced 

the teacher's decisions about whether to direct occasions 

for content toward more or different representations. 

6. The teacher's theory of curriculum was grounded in 

multiple representations of content. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 
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This study is about the experienced curriculum of a 

secondary environmental science class. Pieces of content 

were identified, tracked, and analyzed within the occasions 

in which they were embedded and across the occasions 

comprising the first 20 class sessions of the school year. 

Results from analyses of within and across occasions 

suggests that patterns exist both in the ways in which 

content is represented and in the reasons for the 

representations. The patterns existing in the experienced 

curriculum of the class in this study provide us with some 

special, yet instructive, curriculum "lessons." 

Lessons from the Study 

One lesson which came out of this study is that 

content is not an inert instructional variable in the 

curriculum. Pieces of content were represented in 

fundamentally different ways within occasions and across 

occasions. Furthermore, the multiple representations did 

not just happen. Rather, patterns existed in the ways in 

which students and teacher engaged with content. Students 

were regularly held accountable for coming to class with 
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some familiarity of either a text or article representation 

of content. This provided a starting point for the 

construction of different representations of the content. 

These multiple representations were often the product of 

discourse episodes where I managed the discussion with 

questions and responses to student comments. I would 

regularly summarize the representation "on the floor" 

before changing the line of questioning or in some cases 

changing to a different piece of content. Similarly, there 

existed regularities in the ways in which pieces of content 

evolved across occasions. There were patterns of 

increasing numbers of representations, increasing 

complexity among pieces of content, and a bottleneck effect 

of evaluation occasions. All this suggests that pieces of 

content underwent controlled processes of evolution until 

multiple representations were present, or at least public, 

in the curriculum experienced by the class. Therefore, 

what the content of the curriculum was, depended upon the 

occasion being analyzed. 

A second lesson is suggested by the results of this 

study about content. Teacher knowledge of the content, the 

students, and especially the curriculum, is closely 

associated with representations of content that become 

public in the experienced curriculum. The instances during 

which my knowledge about content appeared restricted seemed 
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to be associated with halts in the evolution of pieces of 

content. This occurred during episodes where I knew the 

pieces of content as only one or a few representations. 

But, similar halts occurred in occasions where I did not 

know the students' representations of a piece of content. 

My reaction as the teacher was to quickly control the 

representation "on the floor." This was facilitated by my 

choosing to either tell what I knew or manage the 

discussion along a different route with appropriately 

placed questions. In other words, it appears that I had to 

understand or "know" the representation before I regarded 

it as public in the class. During a discussion over 

confusion on the J-curve, several students seemed to be 

succesfully communicating with the student who brought up 

the query. In fact, several students tried their hardest 

to explain to me what the student "was getting at." 

Nonetheless, I took control and disregarded the 

representation. My theory of curriculum may have been 

embedded in multiple representations of pieces of content, 

but the representations clearly had to be recognized by 

myself in order to "count" as being public in the 

curriculum. 

The strong associations between teacher knowledge and 

representations of content appeared regularly and 

frequently in the findings. It could be argued that my 
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position as both the teacher and the researcher highlighted 

these findings disproportionately. Yet, without an 

understanding of the teacher's knowledge of content and 

curriculum, it seems unlikely that much at all would be 

known about the reasons underlying changes in 

representations of content as a curriculum proceeds. This 

suggests that arbitrary separations of teacher knowledge 

from the content of the curriculum may be ecologically 

invalid for purposes of analysis in studies of content in 

classrooms. 

Yet, extant studies of curricula and student academic 

achievement in science classes imply an inert and isolated 

nature of content. Some examples of such studies were 

reviewed in the second chapter of this document. In such 

studies, the content of the curriculum is generally 

perceived as an inert variable, immune from interaction 

with other classroom components. As an isolated variable, 

it has neither the capacity nor the propensity to effect 

learning. Rather, content is what is to BE learned. Yet, 

researchers such as Walker and Schaffarzick (1974), Fisher 

et al. (1978), and Doyle (1986), have found, albeit in 

different ways, that this is an artificial isolation. What 

students learn about content depends upon the context in 

which the learning opportunities are embedded. If this is 

the case, perhaps the assumption of content as an inert 
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instructional variable is inappropriate for studies about 

curriculum and student learning of content. And perhaps 

the study of content separated from the occasions in which 

it is embedded is equally inappropriate. 

Demands of the Research Activity 

It should be noted, however, that several demands of 

the research activity are inherent to analyses such as 

this. First, the demands of time must be assumed by the 

researcher(s). Occasions must be studied across several 

class sessions, preferably without breaks in the daily 

observation schedule. The "history" of the content in the 

class is of fundamental importance in an analysis of 

content evolution. There were several points in the 

analysis where additional data from further classes may 

have been useful. Such a long-term study was unmanageable, 

however, for a single researcher conducting a dissertation 

study. Tracking just a few pieces of content over an 

entire semester or even a school year is an appropriate 

next-step in this research agenda. 

It is also important to consider carefully WHEN to 

begin the study in the school year. I chose to begin the 

study at the start of the school year in order to begin 

tracking pieces of content from the first day in which I 

could recognize representations in the experienced 
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curriculum. Even this early tracking appeared at times to 

be limited. There were instances in which the students' 

experiences with the content in previous courses played a 

role in the evolution of pieces of content. This was 

certainly the case with entropy. The representations of 

entropy which existed in some of the occasions in this 

class were influenced by what the students already knew. 

This claim is warranted by reviewing the data during some 

occasions where the students asked me to clarify what the 

author of the text meant by phrases such as "things getting 

mixed up" and "waste increase." Once they knew that the 

author was talking about the effects of entropy, the 

ambiguity in the task diminished. This retrofitting of 

representations to match what they knew about entropy 

probably had serious consequences on the representation(s) 

which I had intended the students to experience. This 

discussion suggests that research claims made about the 

content which students experience in classrooms must be 

grounded in methodologies which reflect attention to class 

time, the history of content in the class, and whenever 

possible, prior to the class. 

A second demand of this type of inquiry is the 

acknowledgement of the link between teacher knowledge and 

representations of content and the subsequent necessity to 

study the components as such. Teacher knowledge and 
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content evolution were so tightly linked in this study that 

it seems unreasonable to presume that a similar study could 

be conducted without total participation of a teacher as a 

co-researcher. Even for purposes of reporting in this 

document, it was difficult to arbitrarily separate patterns 

in content evolution from patterns in teacher knowledge. 

This was an unexpected, yet firmly warranted, finding in 

this study. Therefore, the analyst seeking to learn about 

representations of content in the experienced curriculum of 

classrooms must also be prepared to study teacher 

knowledge. 

A third demand of this type of inquiry is the 

analytical difficulty associated with extracting the 

occasions for content from the experienced curriculum data. 

The results of this study suggest that at the very least, 

the analyst must know the content which he/she is tracking. 

The analyst must be able to recognize representations of 

content, and preferably, in more than a few ways. My 

restricted understanding of nuclear energy may be 

associated, for example, with the fewer numbers of 

representations extracted from the occasions data for that 

particular piece of content. Without the capablities of 

content recognition, the researcher may be a less than 

valid analytical instrument. 
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Implications for Further study 

The results of this study make no claims concerning 

what students learned about content. Rather, the findings 

suggest that it is possible to conduct an inquiry about the 

content of an experienced curriculum in an ecologically 

valid manner. The analysis of occasions in which content 

is embedded is grounded in the prior research which 

suggests that content which students learn is inextricably 

linked to classroom and curricular events. This study has 

shown that such content embededness can be studied and 

understood from an analytical perspective. Perhaps similar 

analyses linked with assessments of student learning can 

provide alternate research pathways for those interested in 

understanding the curriculum/teaching/student-learning 

relationship. 

Another implication of the study which requires 

further research is the strong association between teacher 

knowledge and content representation. In particular, my 

theories about curriculum seemed to have a powerful 

influence on the nature of representations in the 

experienced curriculum. This influence was demonstrated in 

the actual classroom action, the teaching notes, the lesson 

plans, and to a degree, even in the interviews with the 

students. In addition, my dilemma log aided in warranting 

the claims about teacher knowledge made in the study. 



The strong evidence in favor of this association merits 

further investigation. 
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APPENDIX A 

SELECTED OCCASION DESCRIPTIONS 



ID# 08/30-2 

NATURE: 

SESSION: 2 
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The teacher led this whole class discussion about major 
topics covered in the reading for the day. The content 
covered was exponential growth, interpreting the J curve, 
input/output control philosophies (pages 2-9). She asked 
questions, the kids responded, and almost always she 
elaborated on the answers or another student would 
elaborate. For example, several minutes were spent 
discussing the J curve on page 3. She demonstrated that it 
takes a long time to make a big number out of a small 
number by folding a sheet of paper several times asking 
them to calculate the thickness. They calculated that 
after 35 folds, theoretically, the paper should be as thick 
as the distance between L.A. and New York. She graphed the 
results on the board. They found that once the number got 
relatively large it quickly went to a VERY large number. 
The kids did not believe her at first, but one student 
quickly calculated the answer and said "She's right." The 
teacher then asked about the diagram on page 6 which 
displayed the types of natural resources. The kids were 
asked where they would add arrows in the diagram, 
suggesting that the diagram as it is was incomplete. They 
brought out the idea of nonrenewable resources becoming 
renewable IF we didn't use them faster than the earth 
recycled the resources. The teacher then asked if they 
understood the reading section on "input and output 
pollution control philosophies." At that point, she re
introduced the questions they had prepared from the task 
the day before. 

A majority of the students contributed comments in the 
discussion; the teacher was not in control of the 
conversations about the J curve, there was confusion about 
that and students kept trying to get her to explain why 
there was a relatively abrupt increase, as opposed to a 
gradual increase, after the Plague. The teacher finally 
raised her voice as she said they would move on to another 
point. 

CONT DEV: 

Direction: concerning the J-curve, the content appeared to 
begin as a recognition of the fact that populations at 
first change very slowly and then change very quickly 
(exponential growth); but, the students attempted to move 
the content towards an explanation of the relatively quick 
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ID# 08/30-2 SESSION: 2 (continued) 

increase after the Plague incident; the teacher resisted 
this directional change by inserting different questions 
after a satisfactory answer was not obtained. The teacher 
apparently did not understand what they were asking OR she 
may have been uncomfortable about not having an answer. 
She was successful in returning to the content direction 
she sought after introduction of the paper folding. The 
students picked up on that immediately and no more was 
mentioned about the reasons why the curve did NOT go up 
gradually after the Plague as expected by the students. 
The content of the figure on page 6 moved from a 
description of the major types of resources towards a 
scheme that represents the cyclic nature of the ecosphere. 
The teacher said, "Is this diagram complete? If you could 
add some arrows, where would you put them and WHY? The 
kids suggested several arrows which led from renewable 
boxes up to nonrenewable boxes. The teacher asked, "How 
about from nonrenewable down to renewable?" One student 
said, "But, you're a LONG (emphasized) time." Several kids 
then tried to match up boxes going that way. The teacher 
said that the "time" point was a good one, but asked them 
what assumption was being made if we put arrows from 
nonrenewable to renewable resources. Another kid said, 
"Assuming we aren't using them up." The teacher summarized 
that chunk of the discussion and moved the content to the 
new topic of input-output control philosophies. 

Momentum: During the J-curve part of the discussion, the 
pace of content development seemed to be slow. The 
students' dissatisfaction with the inability to explain 
the quick increase after the Plague on the curve kept the 
discussion at an impasse. The students would answer new 
questions about the curve, but kept resurrecting their 
concerns. The momentum during the remainder of the 
discussion was smoother and faster. As long as the 
students answered questions OR asked questions which were 
answerable by someone, the pace was relatively 
uninterrupted. 



ID# 09/08 - 2 
(09/11 - 1) 

NATURE: 
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SESSION: 5-6 

The teacher placed on the board a diagram (see attachment) 
and asked students to add some more things and also lines 
between the influences which may be interacting. The 
students did that (see edited diagram on attachment). She 
focused in on one feature in particular, "the state of the 
environment." She then led a discussion about the 
relationship between ecology as a discipline and the study 
of environmental problems. When asked about the 
difference, the kids claimed that environmental science 
included the "impact of humans" on the ecology. They then 
were instructed to split up into small groups of 2-3 or 
work as a table group. The class was instructed to look at 
the environmental principles listed on page 27 of their 
texts. The teacher explained that the "principles act as 
rules for helping us to make sense of what goes on in the 
environment. The principles are grounded in ecology." 
Some of the kids were focused on a candle which the teacher 
had lighted. It kept going out. She finally gave up and 
told them to pretend that the candle was a tube of 
petroleum with a wick. She said "In your group tell how 
the burning candle illustrates each principle on page 27." 
There was confusion. She did the first one with the class. 
After some teacher questions the kids said that the 
"petroleum" changes in composition and the new gaseous form 
is released into the air. The heat and light are also 
released into the air, they do not just disappear. She 
said, "Now come up with a statement for each principle that 
illustrates how the burning petroleum exemplifies the 
principle." The kids began working as teacher walked 
around the room interacting with the kids at the tables. 
The bell rang. Teacher told them to keep their papers and 
read the assignment for the next class period. 

Usual arrangement of kids at tables and teacher up front. 
Use of the board to summarize some of the things that 
influence environmental decision-making. Smooth transition 
into topic of ecology as they elaborated on one particular 
feature of the diagram. During the group time when they 
were trying to translate environmental principles into 
statements about the burning candle, the room was noisy and 
the teacher tried to minimize confusion over the task by 
going around to individual tables. Teacher again used 
questions to keep kids on track. 
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CONT DEV: 

Direction: The content began as things which were 
identifiable as influences on hurnan-decision-making about 
the environment. This took the shape of a summary and then 
the content became one of the features from the diagram 
("the state of the environment"). In fact, the teacher 
said, "Keith, I'm so glad you said that because it ties in 
directly with what I want us to discuss next." The content 
then shifted to the relationship between ecology and 
environmental science (i.e., "How is ecology different from 
environmental science?" "principles act as rules for 
helping us to make sense of what goes on in the 
environment. "The principles are grounded in ecology and 
laws of nature." Then the content became translating the 
stated environmental principles into practical statements 
about an everyday occurrence: the burning of a candle. The 
teacher asked them to think of the candle as a "tube of 
petroleum". In her teacher notes she said she did this 
because the petroleum was a natural product, and that would 
be less confusing for the kids than thinking of burning a 
man-made product like candle wax (even though it is the 
same idea). The translation was not easy for the students. 
In her notes, she claimed that this task was done in 
order to get the kids to think in concrete ways about what 
the environmental principles meant. Also, in the teacher 
notes, she expressed what she noticed as a difficulty 
students had decoding the "language" of the principles. 
For example, when I mentioned the word "entropy" to some of 
them they thought of a state of disorder (previous science 
knowledge). But, they were confused by the author's 
reference to things being "mixed up," which was actually 
his way of describing entropy. The teacher spent time at 
tables trying to translate the author's common language 
into the scientific words which many seemed to remember and 
be able to use correctly. 

Momentum: The motion of content development seemed neither 
too fast or too slow. Punctuated points appeared when a 
student provided the opportunity to pick out "the state of 
the environment" for further discussion and a lead-in to 
the topic of ecology. Momentum was smooth as the teacher 
asked questions about ecology. It was smooth also as kids 
struggled to translate the principles into statements about 
the candle. As I walked around the room, there was sort of 
a constant struggle with the task. The teacher frequently 
asked, "What can you say about this burning petroleum that 
illustrates what the principle is saying?" 
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The students had read pages 36-48 on energy. The teacher 
began the discussion by asking one student to succinctly 
summarize what the reading was about. Another student 
followed up when he wasn't satisfied with the first 
student's response. The teacher then asked if their 
"summaries" were supported by any laws of nature. She 
asked "What does 'you can't break even' mean?" Kids 
commented about the quantity and quality features of the 
energy laws. Teacher asked them why they are spending time 
discussing laws which they already know about. "How does 
knowing that help to make you better decision makers?" 
Some kids responded with comments about "efficiency." She 
asked them to turn to page 41 as she read the following: 
"All forms of life are tiny pockets of order maintained by 
creating a sea of disorder around themselves." She 
reminded them that they had just told her that nature tends 
to become more disordered. Yet their statements seemed in 
contradiction to the author's statement because there are 
"tiny pockets of life allover the place." One student 
replied, "But, there are lots of species which have 
evolved." Teacher replied that yes, that was one example 
of more disorder. She pushed the kids to come up with an 
explanation. Finally, they told her she was forgetting 
that "people produce lots of disorder in order to keep 
themselves alive." Conversation turned to the great amount 
of disorder resulting from contemporary lifestyles. She 
summarized by asking how the students might revise the 
definition of the second law. They said they would "A 
system and its surroundings becomes more disordered." She 
then asked them to turn to page 38. She asked several 
questions about what everything meant and took several 
minutes to explain a point she was trying to get at with 
questions, but never quite made it. The point was that the 
energy forms most easily used are those which yield 
chemical energy. We are, therefore, quite dependent 
industrially on those forms. The kids seemed to think this 
was not right. She tried to complicate it by showing them 
how "efficient" it was to use coal for example. They 
turned to page 46. The discussion turned to why this is 
so, but the tradeoffs were of serious consequence. They 
then looked at the figure on page 44 and discussed the 
relative efficiencies. 
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Very quiet during the discussion. Several different 
students responded to her questions and the teacher did 
not have to ask anyone to quiet down or pay attention. 
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The textbook content was about the basic forms of energy, 
human use of the various forms, the relative efficiencies, 
and the relationships to the first and second laws of 
thermodynamics. 

Student engagement was high. 

CONT DEV: 

Direction: The content did not change very much. The 
reading for the day was the content to begin with. Most of 
the discussion was a reiteration of the reading. But, it 
was the teacher's feeling that the student's understood 
the reading better after the discussion. This was because 
the kids had to hesitate when she asked things such as, 
"But, what you just said about living systems seems to 
contradict what I just read from the book." The teacher's 
question challenged the understanding of the reading 
material, but the questions did not really redirect the 
content. The teachers' notes reflected that she wanted the 
kids understand the relationship between energy in the 
environment and its relationships to the laws of 
thermodynamics. Understanding such relationships are at 
the root of informed environmental decision- making. The 
teacher seemed to use diagrams in the book to test the 
students understanding of the laws. 

The discussion was straightforward. The first and second 
laws are generally unbreakable, one just has to learn and 
understand what they mean. But, this probably was a new 
way of thinking about energy for most of the students. 
Physics courses tend not to focus on energy use, but rather 
on transformations and their structural explanations. 

Momentum: The pace was brisk and smooth. There were no 
major punctuations in the rhythm because the content did 
not move much from what the author wrote about the topic. 
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NATURE: 

The teacher led a discussion on the second half of the 
chapter on ecosystems. She asked how many answered the 
worksheet question the other day about the campus by saying 
that the campus was an ecosystem. One student said "Yes, 
but not completely an ecosystem. We do artificial things 
to it." She asked what the "function" of an ecosystem was. 
There was confusion. She explained that sometimes in 
studying nature we imply that there is some structure there 
for a reason. They discussed evolution of life in seas, 
with the teacher's questions guiding the course of the 
conversation. The point to come out of the series of 
comments was that life took the courses it did due to 
changes which occurred when certain conditions were 
present. It (life) did not emerge for some "function." 
Then the discussion turned to a discussion of 
biogeochemical cycles which the students had read about in 
the text. She used overlays of figures from the reading. 
Questions were quite direct. Such as: What is the reservoir 
for the phosphorous cycle? Why do "we" (people) need 
sulfur? It was a basic reiteration of the content from the 
book. Then the teacher moved to the content of food chains 
covered in the reading for today. "Can you always 
represent a food chain in a pyramidal form? Why?" They 
discussed the diagrams on pages 63 and 64. Teacher asked 
how page 63 figure showed the second law of thermodynamics. 
One student brought up the notion of an unusual food chain 
which must exist where the organisms found at the mouths of 
hydrothermal vents existed. Teacher explained that they 
should not confuse the use of the sulfur and heat for 
nourishment. These things were used to help generates ATP 
since no oxygen would be present. In the inspection of the 
diagram on page 66 (food pyramids), one student claimed 
that the "decomposers are the ultimate decomposers." The 
teacher asked about biological amplification. What is it 
dependent upon? then one student asked "If useful energy 
is constantly decreasing ••• won't we run out? How did 
it get useful?" Teacher sensed that he was confused about 
disorder. Order does not necessarily mean useful. She 
asked him, "Which is more ordered - living plants and trees 
or the coal/oil which the organic material eventually 
forms?" The teacher left this rather than continuing with 
the line of questioning. She asked them what niche was. 
Several students responded with things such as habitat, 
what things eat, what they do, how they impact their 
environments. She asked the students to describe a 
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penguin's niche. Many responses. She culminated the 
responses by saying," So anything affecting the livelihood 
of an organism or the livelihood of a competing organisms." 
Teacher then told a story about alloenzymes and 
electrophoresis. Explained how it works and then told them 
that the point of the story was that there was a great deal 
of variety in a population of snails for that one enzyme. 
Led a discussion of the significance of that finding for 
evolution. Furthermore, that variety may explain why 
similar organisms may occupy different niches yet appear to 
be much alike. Kids were very quiet during all of this. 
She emphasized the complexity of describing a niche. Only 
a very small feature may be responsible for two similar 
organisms occupying different niches in an ecosystem. Then 
the kids described the niches of an alley cat and a wild 
farm cat. she put their responses on the overlay. Much 
response to this activity. She finished the session by 
assigning the kids to describe the niches of a 17-year-old 
vegetarian female and a 17-year-old non-vegetarian male. 
In the end of the description, she said, they were to tell 
whether these two persons occupied different ecological 
niches. Much discussion ensued. "They will be too much 
the same." "But, with people you have to include emotional 
things." 

CONT DEV: 

Momentum: The content development wus punctuated and fast. 
That is, much content from the book was reviewed quickly 
and abruptly. There did not exist smooth transitions 
between discussion, for example, of biological amplication 
and food chains even though the two are generally related. 
This part of the class session appeared to be a review of 
information from the text. The teacher asked questions 
which required students to either remember from the reading 
or apply what they had read to a question which required 
their understanding of the reading. during the discussion 
of niche, the content development was smoother and slower. 

Direction: During the first half of the session, the 
content did not change. In two instances, the teacher had 
opportunities to redirect the content development, but she 
closed it off. One instance was when one student brought 
up with organisms which thrive at the mouths of 
hydrothermal vents. He suggested that the food chain of 
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which they were a part would be rather different. Rather 
than following up with more questions (her normal mode of 
operation when redirecting content), she explained the role 
that heat and sulfur play in the organism's life, not a 
nutritional one, but a chemosynthetic one. It is not 
altogether clear that she understood what the student was 
getting at. In the second instance, a different student 
resurrected the notion of entropy when he asked (after 
looking at food pyramid figures), "if useful energy is 
constantly decreasing, won't we run out?" She said that we 
will eventually. He asked how it got "useful?" he seemed 
to be equating useful energy (in our terms) with an ordered 
state. She asked him which was a more ordered state in 
nature: living plants or the coal/oil which they ultimately 
can form. He said coal. At least two students chided him 
for this. Rather than following content development along 
these lines, the teacher chose to return to the content 
covered in the reading. 

When they got to the content of niche, the content did 
change. The author had covered niche in a very general 
sense. she asked the kids to describe the penguin's niche 
and the content became the variety of complex relationships 
which ultimately contribute to a description of niche. She 
solidified this notion by telling about allozymes and how 
they have so greatly altered evolutionary ideas. Further, 
she suggested the significance of such variety for 
understanding how similar organisms can occupy different 
niches. The content had changed to the idea of variety of 
niches and also a relationship to evolutionary patterns. 
When they were describing the niches of the two kinds of 
cats, the content appeared to be differences in niches and 
identification of niches. The same was true of the content 
of the assigned task. 
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This occasion was actually a continuation of the niche 
content covered in the last session. First the teacher 
asked them to tell what they had done to describe the two 
17-year-old niches. The kids found only one real 
difference, so teacher said "That was too easy ••• let's 
change the game." Teacher chose two other students. Then 
they described Joie's niche. The teacher asked what her 
role was in each cycle and relationship they had read about 
and discussed. Several minutes were spent on this. Then 
the teacher asked, "What is we didn't know the difference? 
Would the two similar organisms occupy the same niche?" 
Kids responded in ambiguous ways. She said that if some 
parts of the description are eliminated, it is difficult to 
describe a niche. She asked, "will you occupy the same 
niche in 40 years?" Kids clearly responded "no." Point, she 
said, was that niches are dynamic. They are not static 
labels pinned to organisms. Then she asked what the 
chapter was about. She drew a diagram on the board of a 
person standing by a lake fishing. Critters and natural 
things allover. "Tell me what to do to this diagram to 
summarize what this chapter was about." Kids told her to 
add lines and they proceeded to tell her many lines. 
Finally she said that the picture was a mess with lines. 
She asked, "Why do we spend so much time trying to 
understand such a complex thing?" Students said that we 
need to recognize and understand cycles relationships. One 
student said, "But, that won't clean up the messes we've 
made." Teacher asked what it does help. Kids said that 
knowing about the relationships helps us to avoid making 
more messes in the cycles. She said, "If all these 
relationships intersected HERE ••• what do we call that?" 
Several responded, "a niche." "And here?" she asked. "A 
different niche," many said. "Yes," she said, "the 
existence of these relationships establishes a niche." 
Teacher put picture of CRITTER on the overhead projector. 
Students thought it looked odd. She instructed them to 
discuss at their tables for five minutes the niche of the 
critter and clearly describe the roles it plays in all the 
cycles and relationships identified on the picture on the 
board. Then the teacher led a healthy (many contributed) 
discussion about what they thought about the critter's 
niche. 
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CONT DEV: 

Momentum: The motion at first was slow and almost seemed to 
be stagnant as the discussion focused on constructing niche 
descriptions for people in the class. The conversation was 
slow and steady. The pace picked up when the teacher 
introduced the idea that niche is not a static label. It 
changes and is apt to change as we learn more about 
organisms in their environments. She revisited the 
definition of niche and used the definition to emphasize 
the assertion that two organisms of a species can occupy 
the same niche. The momentum became more punctuated and 
faster moving as the kids added to her picture on the 
board. content changed fast as different kids contributed 
their comments about relationships not yet pointed out on 
the diagram. Then the movement seemed to come to a plateau 
when she stopped the talk and acknowledged the "mess" which 
they had created on the picture. The content development 
at this point was smooth as the transition occurred to the 
consideration of why we need to study such a messy, complex 
set of relationships. She revisited niche as the construct 
which captured an intersecting point among all these 
relationships. Then the momentum changed as a new 
dimension was added: the notion of adaptations (the picture 
of the critter). But, the motion was fairly smooth as they 
went through this part of the session because the content 
was firmly established: how does this critter fit into the 
cycles and relationships described and identified so far? 

Direction: The content began as the descriptions that kids 
had prepared for the 17-year-old people. The content 
(i.e., developing a description of a niche) remained 
unchanged for several minutes. This inertness evidently 
did not bother the teacher. In her class notes she claimed 
that she felt they now had a good handle on what niche 
meant. However, the content of niche did change later in 
the session as the line of questioning presented niche as a 
dynamic state rather than a static label. Much later on, 
the content of niche was changed ever further when it was 
represented as "an intersection of the relationships" in 
which an organism is involved in its environment. with the 
CRITTER exercise, the additional content of adaptation was 
introduced to the developing content of niche. 
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NATURE: 

The teacher introduced the problem of eroding coastlines 
with a handout she had copied. On it was information about 
the dynamics of a coastline, consisting of continual build
up and erosion of sand. She then showed on an overlay the 
historical trend on the east coast of shifting shorelines. 
She asked what barrier islands did. The kids said they 
acted as "buffers." She then explained some background 
information on barrier islands. None of this was covered 
in the reading. She brought up how some environmentalists 
are working with shoreline developers to design boardwalks 
to build homes upon rather than the shifting shore. They 
discussed jetties, dunes, sea walls and groins. She 
described shorelines as dynamic places which represent 
interfaces between water and land. Regardless of what we 
do, they are bound to change. Then they discussed human 
impact on such shorelines and the results of building 
and/or extending things such as jetties and dunes. The 
theme was that change was inevitable and change in one area 
would ultimately result in change in another area. Then 
they talked about how some communities have sued others 
over the building of jetties and groins. She then asked 
the students to pretend that they were a committee of 
citizens put together to study a development proposal to 
build a resort on their barrier island. Assumptions: a 
repressed local economy and several people looking for work 
on the island. She asked them what questions this 
committee would want answered. The responses were: What is 
the rate of erosion? Are there ways to get to the mainland? 
will the development provide jobs and for how long? What 
will the facilities be like? Cost? What recreational 
activities will be there? Where should it be built? At this 
point an argument erupted about where it should be built. 
They went back to the overlay depicting the historical 
changes in the shoreline. She stopped the discussion at 
this point and said that many of their comments represented 
concerns with the local ecosystem and that without such 
concerns, economics cannot be healthy because there will be 
little property left. 
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CONT DEV: 

Momentum: The content development was very smooth and 
moderately paced. The students were very attentive on both 
days. The transitions were very smooth as the teacher 
filled them in on the background information. Even when 
the discussion occurred, the comments and questions the 
students came up with were tied to the developing content. 

Direction: The content began as information about the 
changing quality of shorelines. The teacher explained, 
using overlays, what happens to shoreline. Information was 
discussed about the movement of sand in currents, jetties, 
sea walls and groins. Then the content changed to the 
impact that man's actions has on these inevitable shoreline 
changes. Along with these changes come economic problems 
and sometimes legal problems as well. The teacher moved 
the content in these directions with the information she 
provided (written and verbal) as well as with well-placed 
questions that prompted responses which would allow her to 
move the content in yet a different direction. After the 
kids had generated questions that ought to be asked before 
building the resort, she summarized their questions by 
stating some were about economics and livelihoods and some 
were about the ecosystem. She closed this line of thought 
about the dynamics of the shoreline by stating that the 
comments illustrated that without ecological concerns, 
economic concerns in the long run will be futile. 
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SESSION: 15 

The teacher began a discussion of the reading (pages 83-92) 
by using figures from the text to cover the highlights. 
The idea of "change" in the previous coastal discussion 
allowed the class to move to the notion of "change" in 
populations, a central theme of the reading for today. She 
had the class look at the figure on page 83. She asked 
what the wobbling lines between the arrows meant? Then she 
suggested that the students think of the saguaro population 
and asked someone to fill them in a bit on the history of 
this population in our area. Two of the students responded 
by telling of the overgrazing which occurred on the 
grasses. This changed the vegetation of the area and the 
young saguaro plants were uprooted by trampling. One 
student added, "But, that was the small saguaros ••• so we 
should see the changes now because the big ones survived 
the trampling." They went through the list of biotic and 
abiotic factors and applied those conditions to the saguaro 
population. Students brought out that the "needle on the 
"meter" would never be stationary. It would go back and 
forth depending on the environmental conditions at the 
time. Then she asked if carrying capacity, then, was a 
function of the condition of the environment. Kids 
overwhelming responded "yes." At this point she put on the 
overhead projector a figure like that on page 85 of a 
population crash. She asked that if it were the human, 
rather than a fish, population how would the curve look? 
The students said that it would not crash. Teacher asked 
why not. kids said that humans can change the carrying 
capacity of the environment and other organisms cannot do 
that. So, the human population does not experience such 
fluctuations around the carrying capacity. They then 
discussed what limiting factors for a human population 
might be. This was also discussed by the author. Then she 
changed the direction of thought by asking "What do these 
limiting factors have to do with evolution and natural 
selection?" Several kids were willing to respond to this 
question. She asked one to explain using insects and DDT 
as an example. The student said that some insects would be 
able to exceed the limiting factor for the population as a 
whole because of genetics. Student went on to explain that 
natural selection would favor that insect and it would 
reproduce until an entire generation of DDT resistant 
insects would exist. The teacher asked why that doesn't 
work so well for humans. Another student said, "Bugs ID# 
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reproduce faster." Another said, "Insects reproduce in 
great numbers." original student added that variety in 
genotypes "drives " natural selection. They graphed what 
such changes in an insect population might look like. It 
was not a smooth J-curve. Kids said that mutations do that 
for evolution. Teacher asked if they were saying that 
variety in genotypes is good for a population and for 
natural selection. Kids responded yes. One student 
brought up the example of malaria and how the heterogenous 
hemophiliac condition protects the person from disease. 
Teacher added to that information. Bell rang and teacher 
kept them over so as to give them a take-home question for 
an upcoming exam. 

CONT DEV: 

Momentum: The momentum was smooth and moderately paced. 
The discussion moved quite smoothly, for example, from 
changes in population size due to stress induced by the 
environment to what that means in terms of carrying 
capacity. The theme of change was carried through to 
natural selection and evolution smoothly also. Then there 
was a smooth transition to the notion of variety in 
populations. The transitions occurred as the teacher 
responded with questions to students' comments and 
responses. 

Direction: The content began as change in shorelines and 
moved to change in populations. The content plateaued for 
a bit as the saguaro cacti population was discussed in 
regard to the abiotic and biotic conditions which stress a 
population in any given environment. Then the content 
moved to consideration of why populations other than 
humans vacillate around the carrying capacity. The human 
comparison resurrected the content of niche and how humans 
can alter the carrying capacity of their environment by 
changing their niches (at the expense of the systems in 
which they live). Then the content moved to change in 
relationship to evolution and natural selection. Again 
using an example (insects and DDT), this idea was held in 
place for several minutes. 
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Preliminary talk occurred about the format the upcoming 
test would be in and also the content of the exam. 
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Teacher summarized the central theme of the last two 
chapters. She said the readings had moved from what 
ecosystems and biomes are, to how they change and finally 
to what humans do to them. They started the discussion of 
the last part of the chapter by returning to the diagram on 
page 85. She asked the kids what were two ways in which a 
population crash could occur. They responded with a change 
in carrying capacity and the approach of a limiting factor. 
Teacher then read to the class the last paragraph on page 
84 about population crashes and how human populations have 
been able to alter their niches to avoid such crashes. 
Given this ability to change conditions, no one can predict 
crashes in human population changes. She then asked the 
students to tell what they thought will eventually be 
responsible for a human population crash. She wrote their 
responses on the board. Responses were: food, water, 
space, war, disease, energy. Several kids argued for their 
contributions. The arguments placed their "limiting factor" 
in an ecological perspective, the arguments were quite 
sophisticated. After several minutes of this discourse, 
the teacher re-took the "stage" and told them that all the 
arguments she had just heard in some way brought in the 
notion of CHANGE. In an effort to persuade others, each of 
them had introduced ideas that required change in either a 
niche, a population or a system. She asked, "Is this the 
same kind of change that occurs in speciation?" The kids 
were silent for a while. One student said that "speciation 
happens for different reasons." Another brought up the 
idea that isolation is part of speciation. Teacher asked 
if geographic isolation was the only type of isolation that 
could lead to speciation. Discussion ensued about 
reproductive isolation. The teacher took a few minutes to 
explain what that was (not covered in the reading). A 
student asked at this point, "So, is that [reproductive 
isolation] a limiting factor then or a cause of 
speciation?" Teacher did not answer directly, but some 
discourse erupted. The teacher used an example of a 
mosquito population treated with DDT. Asked if over many 
generations, are the ancestors of the survivors a different 
species? Very much discussion. Some students said yes 
while others said no. Finally, some students said, "It ID# 
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depends on how species is defined." Teacher said that was 
exactly right and that there continues to be squabbles over 
that definition among evolutionists today. 

Then she directed the discussion back to the theme of 
change and said that we would now concentrate on change at 
the population level rather than the long-term process of 
speciation. She asked the kids how the Borneo story which 
they had read was a good example of change at the system 
level? Further, she asked which of the six factors 
(assignment from previous day) were the easiest to write 
about and which was the most difficult. Kids by and large 
agreed that unpredictability was easy to see, but 
adaptability was difficult to write about. She asked why 
and an uncontrollable discussion (at least from the 
teacher's perspective) erupted. Several kids were thinking 
in terms of adaptability of the system and tried to explain 
how the town and its surroundings over time "adapted" to 
the changes. Another part of the class argued at the level 
of individuals, indicating that they had equated the term 
"adaptability" with "adaptation". This discussion angered 
some students who felt that others were not "getting it." 
(In fact, Barb stayed after class to vent her anger. The 
teacher listened to her and told here that her ideas were 
absolutely right, that the class was arguing apples and 
oranges.) One student inserted the notion of time. Teacher 
agreed that "adaptability" must consider that perspective. 

In the teacher's notes she suggests that the discussion did 
not go "the way she wanted it to go." She writes: "The 
point that I had hoped would come out never did ..• that 
the stress suffered by the system was so great that it 
could not accommodate the change ••. therefore, the system 
was simplified. The system could not adapt. While some 
were arguing the adaptation of the individual, others were 
arguing the adaptability of the system - but, suggesting 
that it WAS adapting. But, is wasn't ••. people simply 
started another "succession" by bringing in new cats." 

At this point in the rather heated debate, the teacher 
introduced a different example of change, presumably to get 
the kids to the idea of simplification in response to the 
inability of the system to change. She told of the massive 
land development efforts in northwest Tucson over the last 
few years. She explained that the land (the system) was 
stripped of its "natural order, just like with the Borneo 
example." She asked how this kind of change was like that 
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when new cats were brought in to the Borneo village? 
Responses were: "loss of species diversity", "upsetting the 
system." She asked what would happen to both systems with 
No further intervention. Kids said that they would return 
to "the same order as they were in before." She explained 
that this was succession. They discussed the ideas of 
primary and secondary succession. kids used examples of 
reclamation after stripmining and teacher told them about a 
new volcanic island called Surtsey. Kids knew that these 
changes were "complexifying" changes. Teacher asked why 
man wouldn't want to "complexify" a system? Why do we 
always simplify systems? She asked them to think about 
that and give her examples of things we do to "simplify 
systems." She put them on the board. Replies were: 
monocultures, cities. She asked why this was bad for a 
system. Replies: "Simplifies food chains", "low species 
diversity - lowers adaptability to changes", "interrupts 
cycles," "maintaining the simple systems creates entropy," 
"destruction of natural habitat." She then asked them to 
use these very good comments to design some "assumptions 
one should make for implementing GOOD changes" She put 
them on the board: "maintain high species diversity," so 
they can adapt and for "stability"; "minimize waste," -
recycling; "use technology requiring few energy change 
steps, like wave or solar"; "sizes of communities and 
industry must be small (in order to use available renewable 
technologies)" This discussion represented some strong 
links that students were making about change, order in 
systems, and human impact on that order. Bell range. 
Teacher notes indicated a frustration that they "had not 
gone further," but she was very happy with "the quality of 
discourse." 

CONT DEV: 

Momentum: Smooth at the beginning where teacher introduced 
the notion of change. There was a punctuation when the 
idea of speciation was introduced in relationship to the 
change theme. Once into the speciation discussion, 
however, the content development was quite smooth. Another 
punctuation occurred when the teacher introduced the idea 
of change at the systems level (Borneo story). The kids 
had already given this some thought as they had prepared 
assignments in regard to this story and several dimensions 
of change: interdependence, diversity, resilience, 
adaptability, unpredictability, and limits. The momentum 
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slowed down at this point where several students 
heated debates about the nature of adaptability. 
was choppy at this point because few, if any, of 
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got into 
Content 

the 
students recognized that people were discussing 
adaptability at two levels. The teacher recognized this, 
but apparently chose to try to get the kids to refocus some 
of the same thoughts on a different example RATHER than 
coming out and telling them that this was not a good 
argument. When she moved to the example of stripping land 
for development, the content development was smoother. it 
moved nicely into the notion of simplification of a system. 
But, that was never tied together with the Borneo example. 
Nice motion at the end from recognition of the results of 
simplification toward using those acknowledgements as 
guides in thinking about GOOD changes. 

Direction: The content began as population change, crashes 
in particular, and then moved to a consideration of what 
limiting factors might be for the human population. There 
was no consensus on what they might be, but many strong 
ideas. But, the content changed to the idea of CHANGE when 
the teacher used their comments to introduce this new 
perspective. Once this similarity among their comments was 
established, the content changed to speciation, and how 
this type of change happens. The book content on 
speciation was generally about geographic isolation, 
although the author claimed that speciation is not fully 
understood. The reader is left with the impression that 
speciation results in a valuable "natural resource: genetic 
diversity." But, the in-class discussion was more centered 
on what species means. The book did not dwell on that. 
The content then became "change at a systems level" with 
the consideration of the Borneo village story. This 
content actually was introduced in the previous session as 
a story. The kids were asked to address the issues of 
"interdependence, diversity, resilience, adaptability, 
unpredictability, and limits." So, the content at the 
point where kids were thinking and writing about this task 
was probably whatever the students thought these features 
meant. it was obvious in today's session, that there was 
ambiguity about the meaning of adaptability. It is 
difficult to track the development of the content 
"adaptability" because students came into class with 
conceptions already firmly in place. During the 
discussion, the notion of "change over time" probably 
affected the content, but there was no clear group 
acknowledgement of what adaptability meant in the case of 
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the Borneo village system. The content of change over time 
as further developed with the example of land development. 

The discussion centered on what the natural order would be 
like if left undisturbed. The content at this point was 
change in relationship to complexity vs. simplicity of the 
system. There appeared to be an indisputable 
acknowledgement that man simplifies ecosystems and the kids 
could readily tell why this was problematic for the SYSTEM. 
The content turned to the idea of "good" change, meaning 
that type of change which humans could bring about with 
minimal disruption of the natural order. 
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APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE ENTRIES FROM THE DILEMMA LOG 
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SAMPLE ENTRIES 

Session 2 (8/30 - 2) 

The J-curve on page 3 . • • kids could not be satisfied 
about why the curve shot up relatively fast as opposed to 
gradual after the Black Plague • • . certainly the 
environment had been altered, but that should not affect 
exponential growth (a mathematical relationship) • . . or 
should it? 

Session 9 (09/18 -1) 

Student in the room taking pictures for yearbook. I was 
annoyed, brought the discussion to a halt and told the 
student to hurry up and get out of there. 

Session 12 (09/25 - 1) 

I resisted following up on two comments: (1) unusual food 
chain idea at hydrothermal vents and (2) one student's 
challenge of the notion of useful energy and order. In the 
fist case, I was not sure of the kid's representation of 
the content. In the second case, I recognized the 
student's conception, but quickly tried to explicate the 
"correct" interpretation, but did not spend time checking 
for understanding. Perhaps I felt he understood it (I 
perceived him as being quite bright). Or perhaps I felt 
constrained by time to get to what I wanted to discuss: 
niche. 

Session 13 (09/27 - 1) 

The content became stagnant when the kids quickly 
identified differences between the male and female 17-year 
old niches. They claimed that the reproductive qualities 
were the only real differences. But, yes, they were 
different niches. I was trying to come up with something 
different, but had difficulty • • • same thing happened 
earlier in the session when they chose 2 different student 
niches to describe. 
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Session 16 (10106 -1) 

The pattern in this class is that I use well-placed 
questions and follow-ups to kids' comments to re-direct 
content. However, in this session, the discussion which 
erupted was actually due to a difference in definitions of 
"adaptability." What I had hoped to come up in a comment 
(that the system was simplified because it could not 
accommodate the change), never did. The dilemma was: 
Should I let the conversation go hoping to latch on to a 
comment? It almost happened with Jake's insertion of the 
notion of time. Or should I stop and explain "my" 
interpretation. I wanted the KIDS to see that they were 
arguing apples and oranges (two of them did see this). 
But, others were blind to that, probably because they had 
explained it that way on a paper which had been turned in 
to be graded. I chose to give another example and the 
content representation I was working towards finally came 
out. 
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